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ABSTRACT
Our world is facing an energy crisis, so people are trying to harvest and utilize energy 
more efficiently. One of the promising ways to harvest energy is via solar water splitting 
to convert solar energy to chemical energy stored in hydrogen. Another of the options to 
utilize energy more efficiently is to use fuel cells as power sources instead of combustion 
engines. Catalysts are needed to reduce the energy barriers of the reactions happening at 
the electrode surfaces of the water-splitting cells and fuel cells. Nickel-based catalysts 
happen to be important nonprecious electrocatalysts for both of the anodic reactions in 
alkaline media. In alcohol fuel cells, nickel-based catalysts catalyze alcohol oxidation. In 
water splitting cells, they catalyze water oxidation, i.e., oxygen evolution. The two 
reactions occur in a similar potential range when catalyzed by nickel-based catalysts. 
Higher output current density, lower oxidation potential, and complete substrate 
oxidation are preferred for the anode in the applications.
In this dissertation, the catalytic properties of nickel-based electrocatalysts in alkaline 
medium for fuel oxidation and oxygen evolution are explored. By changing the nickel 
precursor solubility, nickel complex nanoparticles with tunable sizes on electrode 
surfaces were synthesized. Higher methanol oxidation current density is achieved with 
smaller nickel complex nanoparticles. DNA aggregates were used as a polymer scaffold 
to load nickel ion centers and thus can oxidize methanol completely at a potential about
0.1 V lower than simple nickel electrodes, and the methanol oxidation pathway is 
changed. Nickel-based catalysts also have electrocatalytic activity towards a wide range 
of substrates. Experiments show that methanol, ethanol, glycerol and glucose can be 
deeply oxidized and carbon-carbon bonds can be broken during the oxidation. However, 
when comparing methanol oxidation reaction to oxygen evolution reaction catalyzed by 
current nickel-based catalysts, methanol oxidation suffers from high overpotential and 
catalyst poisoning by high concentration of substrates, so current nickel-based catalysts 
are more suitable to be used as oxygen evolution catalysts. A photoanode design that 
applies nickel oxides to a semiconductor that is incorporated with surface-plasmonic 
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1.1 The Energy Crisis: Role of Solar Water Splitting and Fuel Cells 
Our world is now facing an energy crisis. The current main energy resources are 
fossil fuels (oil, coal and gas), and the oil supplies are predicted to be depleted in 50-150 
years.1 The extraction, transport, and conventional combustion-based usage of fossil fuels 
are also polluting our environment. The emission of greenhouse gases, especially carbon 
dioxide (CO2), is causing global warming, which will result in a series of negative 
consequences, such as sea level rise.2
Utilization of solar energy is considered a promising solution to the energy crisis. The 
total worldwide primary energy consumption in 2012 is 17.5 TW,3 and the magnitude of 
the available solar power striking the earth’s surface is equal to 65000 1.0 TW power 
plants.4 This means 0.027% utilization of the sunlight can supply the energy for the 
whole world in 2012. There are three principal strategies to convert solar energy. The 
first is to use devices such as photovoltaics to directly convert light to electrical energy. 
The efficiency can reach 43.5%,5 but it depends on daylight time and intensity and needs 
an extra energy storage system to store and distribute the electricity. The second and the 
third strategies produce energy sources that are easy to store and transport. The second is 
using nature’s photosynthetic apparatus to grow plants and then produce biofuels like
ethanol from them. The energy conversion efficiency of nature’s photosynthetic 
apparatus can achieve 7% under optimum conditions. Feedstocks such as agricultural 
crops have less than 1% efficiency over their entire lifecycle.6 The third option involves 
artificial photosynthesis, converting light to chemical energy (carbohydrates, alcohols, or 
hydrogen). Solar water splitting is the major artificial photosynthesis reaction under 
study, because it produces hydrogen and hydrogen is a clean energy source with high 
theoretical mass energy density.7 The “solar-to-hydrogen” (STH) efficiency of some solar 
water-splitting techniques can exceed 10%.8
Using fuel cells, a device converting chemical energy stored in the fuels to electricity, 
as the power sources or energy conversion devices could be part of the solution to the 
energy crisis. First, fuel cells can convert chemical energy in the fuel to electrical energy 
with efficiencies of up to 60%,9 while the efficiency of internal combustion engines for 
commercial vehicles was only 42% in 2010.10 Second, fuel cells can use fuels produced 
by renewable energy sources. Alcohol fuel cells can use alcohols produced from biomass, 
such as methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and glucose.11 Hydrogen fuel cells use hydrogen, 
which can be produced by water splitting and reforming of biomass-derived fuels. 
Moreover, hydrogen fuel cells emit only water, so there are no air pollutants or CO2 
emissions.9
In this dissertation, nickel-based anodic electrocatalysts for alcohol fuel cells and 
water splitting are studied. Both of these two topics are important in the clean and 
renewable energy research area, as mentioned above. The following two sections will 
provide background about alkaline direct alcohol fuel cells and water splitting and 
explain the advantages of nickel-based anodic electrocatalysts.
2
31.2 Alkaline Direct Alcohol Fuel Cells and Nickel-based Anodic Electrocatalysts
1.2.1 Alkaline Direct Alcohol Fuel Cells
1.2.1.1 Fuel Cell
A fuel cell is a device for converting chemical energy stored in a fuel to electricity. 
As shown in Figure 1.1, a fuel cell has an anode and a cathode. The fuel is filled into the 
anode chamber, and the half reaction of fuel oxidation happens at the anode with a 
potential Ea. The half reaction of reduction is occurring at the cathode with a potential Ec. 
Usually air is fed to the cathode and O2 is reduced to water at the cathode. The cathode 
and the anode are usually separated by an electrolyte membrane and the ions can move 
through the membrane. The output potential E  will be
E  = Ec - Ea (1.1)
The electrons produced at the anode are driven by this potential to go through an external 
circuit and feedback to the cathode. A flow of electricity (electrical current) is thus 
created.
1.2.1.2 Alkaline Direct Alcohol Fuel Cells
Alkaline fuel cells (AFCs) use alkaline media as the electrolyte separating the anode 
and the cathode, and the redox reactions happen in an alkaline environment. During the 
1960s to the 1980s, they were extensively studied, typically using H2 as the fuel, but then 
proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) gained popularity, because of the 








Redu :e 0 2 Ec
Anode Electrolyte Cathode 
Membrane
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of a fuel cell.
be used as the solid electrolyte. The use of solid or polymer electrolytes can avoid 
electrolyte leakage, and in the case of AFCs, carbonate precipitation in the electrolyte can 
also be avoided. Recently, research on alkaline anion-exchange membranes (AAEMs) 
has been rapidly increasing, because of the commercial development of AAEMs. The 
studies of AFCs assembled with AAEMs are thus becoming a major research focus again. 
Compared to PEMFCs, AFCs with AAEMs have many advantages:
a. The kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction happening at the cathode is more 
facile.
b. The range of options for the materials for supports and catalysts is wider, including 
non-noble and low-cost metal (metal oxide) electrocatalysts.
c. Corrosion is less.
d. When using alcohols as the fuel, the alcohol oxidation kinetics can be facilitated in 
alkaline media and alcohol crossover (alcohols pass through the membrane and get 
oxidized at the cathode or reduce the effectiveness of the cathode catalysts, 
resulting in cell voltage decreases) can be inhibited.12
Although H2 is a clean energy source and has high theoretical mass energy density 
and electrical efficiency, the production, storage, and distribution difficulties of H2 are 
still limiting its applications for automobile and portable consumer electronics. On the 
other hand, alcohols are liquids with high theoretical mass energy densities (methanol 6.1 
kWh*kg-1 and ethanol 8.0 kWh*kg-1 are close to gasoline 10.5 kWh*kg-1), so they are 
easy to handle, easy to store and transport, and thus convenient for those applications. 
Alkaline direct alcohol fuel cells are now under extensive study in the US and abroad.13
When methanol is the fuel used in alkaline media (alkaline direct methanol fuel cells),
5
6the redox reactions will be14
Anode: CH3OH + 6OH- ^  CO2 + 5 H2O + 6e‘
E \  = 0.02 V - 0.059 pH V vs NHE (at pH 14, E°a = -0.81 V) (12)
Cathode: 1.5O2 + 3 H2O + 6e‘ ^  6OH-
Eoc = 1.23 V - 0.059 pH V vs NHE (at pH 14, E°c = 0.40 V) (13)
Overall: CH3OH + 1.5O2 ^  CO2 + 2 H2O
Eo = E°c - E°a = 1.21 V (14)
1.2.2 Nickel-based Anodic Electrocatalysts for Alkaline Direct Alcohol
Fuel Cells
Although the theoretical output potential of an alkaline direct methanol fuel cell is 
1.21 V, in reality it cannot be reached, because of the overpotentials needed at the 
cathode and the anode. The overpotentials are the extra voltage added to reduce the 
energy barrier of the reactions. Catalysts are used on the cathode and the anode to reduce 
the energy barrier and thus lower the overpotentials of the reactions. Platinum group 
metal-based catalysts are commonly used in fuel cells, but these noble metals are 
expensive and have limited reserves worldwide. Table 1.1 shows their price (London 
Metal Exchange, average annual, 2014) as well as the price of nickel. The price of 
platinum is 2746 times the price of nickel. Also, the world total reserves of all the 
platinum-group metals (platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium and iridium) are
6.6*107 kilograms, while nickel reserves are 8.1*1010 kilograms,15 so developing non­
noble and low-cost catalysts, such as nickel-based catalysts, has great advantages over
7Table 1.1 Some metal prices in 2014.







platinum-group catalysts when considering the cost and sustainability.
Nickel-based catalysts are the most investigated nonplatinum anodic electrocatalysts 
for methanol oxidation in alkaline media.12 Since Fleischmann et al. published the first 
results of the oxidation of organic compounds (amines, alcohols, and so on) at nickel 
electrodes in alkaline media in 1971,16 numerous studies of nickel-based catalysts have 
followed. Because nickel electrodes with a planar surface show poor catalytic activities,17 
most of the studies turn to perovskite oxides that contain nickel, nickel alloys (Ni-Cr, Ni- 
Cu, Ni-Ru), and nickel macrocyclic complexes. These methods disperse nickel centers in 
three-dimensional structures and have higher alcohol oxidation current density than 
planar nickel electrodes.12 Most of the studies agree that the catalytic active species is 
Ni[III]:
Ni(OH)2 + OH' ^  NiOOH + H2O + e (1.5)
NiOOH (Ni-oxyhydroxide) then oxidizes the alcohol to the corresponding carboxylate 
and carbonate. When carbonate is the oxidation product, this means the alcohol has been 
completely oxidized and all of the energy stored in the chemical bonds is released.18
Other than the compositions of the nickel-based catalysts, the concentration of OH-, 
morphology of the modifying catalyst layer (thickness and permeability), surface 
concentration of active sites, charge transport through the catalyst layer, and the electron 
transfer rate at the substrate/nickel hydroxide interface all affect a catalyst’s efficiency.19- 
21 These are the factors that also need to be optimized for a nickel-based catalyst. The 
fuel oxidation half reactions catalyzed by nickel-based catalysts are characterized in this
8
9dissertation.
1.3 Solar Water Splitting and Nickel-based Anodic Electrocatalysts
1.3.1 Solar Water Splitting 
The water-splitting reaction breaks water into H2 and O2, and the produced H2 can be 
used as a carbon-free energy source and an energy-rich reagent to store atmospheric CO2 
in the form of methane, methanol, or even hydrocarbons.5 In alkaline media, the reactions 
will be1
Anode: 4OH" ^  O2 + H2O + 4e"
Eoa = 1.23 V - 0.059 pH V vs NHE (at pH 14, Eoa = 0.40 V) (1.6)
Cathode: 4 H2O + 4e ^  2 H2 + 4OH"
Eoc = 0 V - 0.059 pH V vs NHE (at pH 14, Eoc = -0.83 V) (1.7)
Overall: 2 H2O ^  O2 + 2 H2
E  = Eoc - Eoa = -1.23 V (1.8)
The overall Eo of -1.23 V indicates the reactions need energy input. Solar water 
splitting uses solar light as the energy input. There are three approaches: photovoltaic 
electrolysis (PV), photoelectrolysis (PE), and photocatalysis (PC). PV connects an 
electrolyzer to a solar cell and the electrolyzer is totally powered by the solar cell. The 
“solar-to-hydrogen” (STH) efficiency of it can exceed 10%. PE uses photocatalytic 
electrodes and is partially powered by electrical energy, such as a photovoltaic element. 
The STH efficiency can reach 2 to 3%. It is believed to be a cheaper solution than PV for
H2 production. PC uses light-irradiated catalysts, typically suspended in water in the form 
of powders, and it is the simplest approach.8
Both electricity-driven and photo-driven water-splitting processes are limited by the 
slow kinetics of the oxygen evolution half reaction. The oxygen evolution involves four 
electrons and requires a large overpotential. Moreover, the side reaction of H2O2 
formation, a kinetically competing two-electron reaction, often poisons or degrades the 
photocatalysts, so developing a good oxygen evolution catalyst is very important.8 
Currently, the fastest catalytic system is still the oxygen evolution center in photosystem
II of the living plant. Its turnover numbers (TON) achieve 180,000 molecules of O2 per 
site and turnover frequencies (TOF) of 100-400 s-1. The active site of photosystem II is a 
CaMn4O5(H2O)4 cluster, but the mechanism of how it works is still not entirely 
understood.22
1.3.2 Nickel-based Anodic Electrocatalysts for Solar Water Splitting
A lot of oxides have been studied as oxygen evolution catalysts. In 1980, Trasatti 
related the activities of the oxides with their enthalpies of a lower to higher oxide 
transition and a “volcano” plot was thus made. In this “volcano” plot, IrO2 and RuO2 are 
predicted to be the most active oxygen evolution catalysts.23 Many studies of oxygen 
evolution are based on IrO2 and RuO2,7,24 but as mentioned in section 1.2.2, iridium and 
ruthenium are expensive and rare. The long term stability of IrO2 and RuO2 in alkaline 
media are also poor, so their widespread commercial utilization is impractical and not
economical.25
Researchers have tested many different metal oxide catalysts in alkaline media.26-28
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McCrory et al. tested IrO2, RuO2, and a series non-noble metal oxides, for example, 
CoOx, NiOx, CoFeOx, NiFeOx, NiCoOx, NiCr, and so on. They found that most of these 
catalysts can achieve 10 mA*cm-2 current density at overpotentials of ~0.33-0.5 V (IrO2 
0.34 V ± 0.01 V, RuO2 0.29 V ± 0.03 V) and most of the non-noble metal oxides show 
comparable or better specific activity (output current density normalized by 
electrochemically active surface area) when compared to IrO2 and RuO2. Boettcher et al. 
prepared thin films of MnOx, FeOx, IrO2, CoOx, Ni0.25Co0.75Ox, Ni0.5Co0.5Ox, 
Ni0.75Co0.25Ox, NiOx, and Ni0.9Fe0.1Ox to avoid the many corrections, such as 
electrochemically active surface area, mass transport, electrocatalyst conductivity, and so 
on. Their results indicate that NiOx and Ni0.9Fe0.1Ox are better oxygen evolution catalysts 
than IrO2 in terms of both overpotential and output current density. Besides the high 
activity, nickel-based electrocatalysts also have long-term physical and chemical stability 
and their cost is commercially viable. Therefore, nickel-based anodic electrocatalysts 
should be strong catalyst candidates for solar water oxidation. The catalytically active 
species is thought to be NiOOH as well.25
1.4 Characterization Techniques Background 
In this dissertation, surface characterization techniques, electrochemical 
characterization techniques, and other characterization techniques are used to study the 
nickel-based catalysts. A brief introduction to the three most used techniques is given 
here.
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1.4.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS is a technique that provides information on chemical composition and chemical 
bonding states of a surface by measuring the binding energy (Ebe) of elements’ core level 
electrons. It is based on the photoelectric effect. The X-ray flux (Mg Kai,2, 1253.6 eV or 
Al Kai,2, 1486.6 eV) hits the surface of the sample and an electron with a binding energy 
Ebe absorbs a photon of the X-ray flux (Ei) and leaves the surface with kinetic energy Ekin. 
The detector records Ekin and thus Ebe can be calculated through
Ebe = Ei -  Ekin -  0 , (1.9)
where 0  is the work function of the material and 0  = Evacuum -  EFermi.29 When Ei is 
around 1400 eV, most ejected electrons detected are from depths within 10 nm, so XPS is 
a surface characterization technique. With a sputtering process, depth profiles of up to 
100 nm can be obtained.30
The electron counts versus binding energy are plotted as an XPS spectrum. An XPS 
spectrum might contain a continuous background of inelastic secondary electrons, Auger 
peaks, peaks due to plasmon losses, and the core level electrons. The photoelectric cross­
section of the shallow valence band levels is very low, so the valence band features in the 
XPS are very week. XPS compares the peaks of the core level electrons to obtain the 
information of the surface. The peak locations are defined by the electron binding 
energies and they are essential characteristics of certain atomic species. Moreover, 
chemical states of an element (i.e., chemical components) can also be identified by the 
chemical shifts, typically in a range from 1 to 10 eV. The binding energy of an electron at
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a given level is determined by the Coulomb attraction between the electron and the 
nucleus and the screening of this attraction by other electrons in the atom. When the atom 
forms a chemical bond, a chemical shift of binding energy shows up, because the electron 
transfer leads to a charge density change on the atom. If the charge density increases, the 
binding energy will decrease because of the enhanced electron screening. Conversely, the 
peak will shift to a higher binding energy when the charge density decreases. By 
comparing the experimental peaks with the tabulated binding energies of electrons in 
elements, atomic species and their chemical bonding states can be identified.29
In real applications, usually a survey spectrum covering the whole binding energy 
range is first taken to identify which elements are in the sample. High-resolution spectra 
of individual elements that are of interest are then acquired to analyze the chemical 
bonding states of the element. Physisorbed carbon 1s peak at 284.8 eV can be used as an 
internal standard to correct other peak positions so that peak positions can be compared 
from sample to sample. XPS can also be used to do quantitative analysis, including 
atomic ratio and chemical component ratio. The number of electrons recorded for a given 
transition is proportional to the number of the component at the surface.30
1.4.2 Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
In this dissertation, a three-electrode configuration was applied throughout all 
electrochemical techniques. Three electrodes were connected to a potentiostat which tests 
the electrochemical behavior. The working electrode is the anode, which is modified with 
the nickel-based catalysts. A reference electrode is connected to the working electrode so 
that the potential on the working electrode can be correctly applied and monitored. A
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counter electrode works as the cathode. The electrons result from fuel and/or water 
oxidation at the anode and pass through the potentiostat to the cathode, reducing the 
solvent or other components in the solution so that a circuit is completed.
CV is a technique that monitors the electron transfer process on the working electrode 
surfaces by measuring the current while sweeping the electrode potential from E1 to E2 
and then back to E1 at a certain scan rate. An example of cyclic potential sweep and the 
corresponding simulated cyclic voltammogram are shown in Figure 1.2A and B. The 
simulated reaction is
A + e ^  B (1.10)
The initial concentration is set to be A at 1 M and B at 0 M. The cathodic scan starts from 
0.4 V to -0.4 V. At first there is only nonfaradaic current that comes from the iR drop of 
the solution and the charging effect due to the capacitance of the electrode surfaces. As 
the potential scans close to the reduction potential of A, the reduction begins and the 
faradaic current starts to flow. The reduction consumes A at the electrode surfaces, so the 
A in the bulk solution diffuses to the electrode surfaces to compensate for the surface 
concentration decrease. This mass transport forms a concentration gradient from the bulk 
solution to the electrode surfaces. At Epc, the concentration of A at the electrode surfaces 
drops to nearly zero and the mass transport reaches its maximum rate, so the reduction 
current cannot increase anymore, that is, it reaches its maximum. After Epc, the potential 
is still becoming more negative to consume A, but at the same time the gradient is 





Figure 1.2. Simulated cyclic voltammetry process. (A). Cyclic potential scan. (B). 
Resulting cyclic voltammogram.
and the current also decreases correspondingly. In the reverse anodic scan from -0.4 V to 
0.4 V, a significant amount of B near the electrode surface formed by the cathodic scan 
gets oxidized, a reverse current flows and reaches the maximum at Epa. The shape of the 
anodic peak is much like that of the cathodic peak when the reaction is reversible.31,32 
The Randles-Sevcik equation can be applied to the reversible process at a planar 
electrode:
Ip = 2.69 x 105nV2ADmv1!2C (1.11)
where Ip is the peak current, n is the number of the electrons transferred during the redox 
process, A is the geometric area of the electrode, u is the scan rate, and C is the bulk 
concentration of electroactive species. C, n, and D  can be calculated if other parameters 
are known. Furthermore, the separation (AEp) between Epc and Epa is 0.059/n V, when 
the reaction is reversible.33
1.4.3 Chronoamperometry (CA)
CA is a technique that probes the oxidation of substrate with high sensitivity and is 
mostly applied in the construction of sensors. A constant potential is applied to the 
working electrode and the current is recorded as a function of time. In this dissertation, 
all of the CA experiments were performed while stirring the solution. The potential is 
usually chosen at around the peak potential in the CV of the system. Typically, at first the 
potential is applied when there is only the supporting electrolyte and the current is 
recorded as the background current. A small volume of the substrate is then added to the
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electrolyte at certain time intervals, and the current is thus increased as the concentration 
of the substrate increases until the electrode surface gets saturated. After subtracting the 
background current, the current can be plotted versus the concentration of the substrate, 
which is the calibration curve of this substrate and can be used to study the kinetics of 
this electrochemical reaction and probe this substrate in the future.33
1.5 Summary
This chapter elucidates why the study of fuel cells and solar water splitting are 
important and why nickel-based catalysts in alkaline media were studied to catalyze 
anodic reactions in alcohol fuel cells and water splitting, that is, alcohol oxidation and 
oxygen evolution (water oxidation). The following chapters will study the mechanisms 
and applications of nickel-based anodic electrocatalysts for alcohol oxidation and oxygen 
evolution. Chapter 2 synthesizes nickel complex nanoparticles on electrode surfaces to 
increase the electrochemically active surface area and thus enhance the current output. 
Chapter 3 tests the ability of nickel-based electrocatalysts to oxidize complex fuels, and 
uses DNA as a polymer scaffold to load nickel hydroxides and thus change the methanol 
oxidation pathway (compared to nickel hydroxides without DNA scaffold). Chapter 4 
demonstrates nickel-based catalysts are more efficient as oxygen evolution catalysts than 
methanol oxidation catalysts, by investigating the turnover frequency of the two reactions 
in alkaline media. Chapter 5 proposes a design to apply nickel oxides to a semiconductor 
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CHAPTER 2
NICKEL CYSTEINE COMPLEXES AS ANODIC ELECTROCATALYSTS
FOR FUEL CELLS
Compared to platinum, nickel is an inexpensive catalyst that can oxidize methanol in 
alkaline media. There is a desire to increase nickel loading during electrodeposition for 
improved performance. In this chapter, a nickel cysteine complex (NiCys) is used as the 
precursor for electrodeposition on glassy carbon electrode surfaces. After optimization of 
cysteine concentration, the surface concentration of NiOOH on NiCys electrodes 
characterized by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M NaOH can reach 1.28 (± 0.32)*10- 
mol/cm . The large amount of NiOOH on NiCys electrodes provide 5 times the methanol 
oxidation current compared to Ni electrodes prepared without cysteine, as demonstrated 
by chronoamperometry at 0.7 V versus Hg/HgO. Atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and attenuated total reflection Fourier transform 
infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy have been applied to examine surface morphologies 
and structures of NiCys and Ni electrodes. The analysis reveals that cysteine adjusts the 
solubility of Ni(OH) 2 in 0.1 M NaOH, so more uniform and smaller size nanoparticles are 
electrodeposited on electrode surfaces compared to Ni electrodes.
Reproduced from Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 2014, 161 (9), F933-F939. Open access article.
2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, fuel cells are a promising energy conversion device to 
convert chemical energy in a fuel to electrical energy. Nickel-based anodic 
electrocatalysts are cheaper than conventional precious-metal-based catalysts and can 
oxidize various fuels, for example, alcohols, carbohydrates, amino acids, and alkanes, in 
alkaline media. 1 Direct methanol fuel cells are attracting more and more interest because 
methanol has high theoretical energy density and is easy to transport and store. In recent 
years, there has been extensive research on using nickel-based catalysts to electro-oxidize 
methanol. Planar nickel electrodes show poor catalytic activities, so some researchers 
have focused on dispersing nickel centers in three-dimensional structures to increase 
methanol oxidation current. Based on this concept, many nickel complexes in alkaline 
solution have been electrodeposited onto glassy carbon electrode surfaces, and the
2 14electrochemical properties have been examined. " Nickel macrocyclic complexes, such 
as nickel porphyrin, cyclam, annulene, salen, and cyanine, have been studied. These 
examples show methanol oxidation currents are 5 to 80 times higher than their nickel 
control electrodes.5,15 However, none of these studies provide a thorough description of 
the three-dimensional structure, that is, how nickel centers are dispersed by these nickel 
complexes. It is also not discussed as to how these nickel complexes relate to NiOOH 
(the catalytically active species) in chemical structure. Very few papers present surface 
morphology images.3,4 Most of these nickel complexes have NiOOH surface
9 8 2concentrations in the range of 10" to 10" mol/cm . One of the nickel annulene has 
reached the highest value of 9.7*10"8 mol/cm2.16
We noticed that cysteine can dissolve Ni(OH) 2 in 0.1 M NaOH, so cysteine should
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have a strong interaction with Ni(OH)2. This chapter studies the electrodeposition of 
nickel cysteine in 0.1 M NaOH with different cysteine concentrations. The NiOOH 
surface concentration in 0.1 M NaOH was measured for each system, and catalytic 
activities for methanol oxidation have also been examined. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and attenuated total reflection Fourier 
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy have been performed to characterize 
surface morphologies and chemical structures of the electrodes to reveal how cysteine 
affects the electrode properties.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Reagents
L-cysteine and nickel (II) chloride (anhydrous, powder, 99.99% trace metals basis) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Five weight percent AS-4 solution was supplied by 
Tokuyama Corporation. The ion-exchange capacity of this resin is 1.4 mmol/g. Reagent- 
grade methanol was purchased from Fisher Scientific. All solutions were made with 
ultrapure water (Milli-Q system, 18.2 Mfi*cm) and degassed by nitrogen purging.
2.2.2 Apparatus
2.2.2.1 Electrochemical Setups
The electrochemical experiments were performed with a three-electrode 
configuration. A Hg/HgO (1M NaOH) electrode was used as the reference electrode and 
a platinum mesh electrode was used as the counter electrode. The working electrode was 
a glassy carbon disc electrode (CH Instruments: diameter of 3 mm). Prior to electrode
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modification, the glassy carbon electrode was soaked in a saturated EDTA solution and 
stirred overnight to remove nickel residues from previous experiments and then polished 
with 1p,m and 0.05p,m alumina polish media successively, followed by sonication in 
ultrapure water and ethanol. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed with a Biologic 
SP-150 Potentiostat/Galvanostat. Chronoamperometry was carried out with CH 
Instruments 611C potentiostat.
2.2.2.2 Surfaces Characterization
Modified electrode surfaces were characterized by atomic force microscopy (Bruker 
Dimension Icon-PT atomic force microscope with Peak Force Tapping mode), X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (Kratos Axis Ultra DLD), and attenuated total reflection 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Nicolet iS50). The silicon nitride lever of AFM 
has a single cantilever with force constant k=0.4 N/m, resonant frequencies f0=50-90 
kHz, radius of curvature of 2 nm. Images were taken with 1 p,m size (512 samples/line) at 
room temperature and analyzed with Nanoscope Analysis software version 1.20. First- 
order flattening was applied to the images. In the XPS experiments, the base chamber 
pressure was 3*10-10 torr. The X-ray source was monochromatized Al Ka radiation (hv =
1486.6 eV) at 180 W; the survey and high-resolution spectra (O 1s, C 1s, N 1s, S 2p, Ni 
2p) were acquired with pass energies of 160 and 40 eV, respectively. Spectra were 
analyzed with CasaXPS software. The binding energy was corrected with physisorbed C 
1s at 284.8 eV. Shirley-type background was subtracted in the spectra. Each ATR-FTIR 




Nickel loading dependency on cysteine concentration was studied in this work. In the
2+
precursor, Ni (NiCl2) concentration was held at 0.01 M and cysteine concentrations 
were varied from 0.005 M to 0.06 M. The control was studied with 0.01 M NiCl2. The 
nickel cysteine solutions were stirred for 3.5 hours prior to using to ensure complex 
formation. NiCl2 solution or 5 ^L nickel cysteine complex (with different nickel cysteine 
ratios) solution was drop-casted onto glassy carbon electrode surfaces. After the solution 
was dry, 3.54 ^L of AS-4 (an ionomer that promotes OH- exchange) solution was drop- 
casted on top of it and allowed to dry overnight. Nickel-based catalysts were evaluated by 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 0.1 M NaOH for 30 cycles from 0 V to 0.9 V versus Hg/HgO 
at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. Electrodes were then tested in 0.1 M NaOH with 0.1 M 
methanol with CVs for 30 cycles as well. For surface characterizations, glassy carbon 
plates instead of glassy carbon electrodes were used and AS-4 solution was not applied 
during preparation.
2.2.4 Chronoamperometry 
Chronoamperometry with methanol concentration from 0 to 1 M was performed in
0.1 M NaOH at 0.7 V versus Hg/HgO while stirring at a constant, controlled rate. In each 
experiment, the charging current was allowed to dissipate for > 1 0 0 0  s, and for each 
methanol concentration, there were at least 300 seconds between injections to make sure 
steady-state current was reached.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Cysteine Effects on Nickel Catalyst Deposition 
Nickel-based catalysts were deposited onto AS-4 coated glassy carbon electrode
17 18surfaces by cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M NaOH for 30 cycles. According to literature , , 
C-O-Ni oxo bridges are formed during this process, so that the catalysts are attached to 
the electrode surfaces and the pair of redox peaks in the CVs are the Ni(OH)2  and 
NiOOH peaks. The redox reaction of Ni could be expressed in a simple way as
Ni(OH) 2 + OH- ~  NiOOH + H2O + e- (2.1)
or
Ni(OH) 2 ~  NiOOH + H+ + e- (2.2)
Many electrochemical quartz microbalance characterizations of Ni(OH) 2 thin film have 
been done to justify whether this process is based on H+ transport or OH- transport, and to 
discern how many H2O and other ions are involved in this process, 19 but these are not our 
focus. Our focus is on the production of the electrocatalytic active species NiOOH and its 
surface concentration r. The current increase after 0.7 V in the CVs is from oxygen 
evolution: 16
4NiOOH ^  4NiO + 4 •OH ^  4NiO + O2 + 2H2O (2.3)
Without cysteine (Figure 2.1A), the NiOOH peak current does not increase from 
cycle 2 to cycle 30. With cysteine present (Figure 2.1B), the first cycle shows a peak
25
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Figure 2.1. Nickel catalyst deposition: representative cyclic voltammograms of Ni and 
NiCys AS-4 electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH. Scan rate 50 mV/s, 30 cycles. (A) 0.01 M NiCl2 
precursor. (B) 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.05 M cysteine precursor.
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around 0.45 V, resulting from cysteine oxidation. After irreversible cysteine oxidation 
in the first one or two cycles (depending on the amount of cysteine), nickel peaks are 
observed, which increase as the cycle number increase. We scanned 30 cycles in order to 
have stable peak currents.
The 30th cycle of Ni and NiCys deposition in 0.1 M NaOH are shown in Figure 2.2A. 
When cysteine concentration increases, NiOOH peak current also increases, indicating 
more Ni centers on the electrode surfaces are accessible by OH-. NiOOH surface 
concentration r  is calculated by Equation (2.4): 4
20
r  = - T l  (24)nFA
where F  is Faraday’s constant, A is the geometric surface area of the glassy carbon 
electrodes, and n is the number of electrons transferred during Ni(OH) 2 to NiOOH, which 
is assumed to be 1. Q is the charge under the NiOOH peak and the baseline is chosen as 
shown in Figure 2.2B. By this method, the charge resulting from side reactions, such as 
oxygen evolution, can be subtracted. The oxygen evolution reaction starts around 0.7 V 
in the anodic scan. This makes the NiOOH peak asymmetric, because the current 
produced by oxygen evolution reaction is also included in the NiOOH peak. By assuming 
the oxygen evolution reaction happens at the same rate in anodic and cathodic scan, the 
current curve from cathodic scan can be moved down to the anodic scan to be the 
baseline of NiOOH peak to rule out the charge from the oxygen evolution reaction. The 
number of electrons produced by cysteine oxidation is also converted by Equation 2.4, 
assuming n=1, so that the relationship between NiOOH amount and cysteine oxidation
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Figure 2.2. Nickel catalysts deposition: (A) Representative 30th cycle of cyclic 
voltammograms from scanning Ni and NiCys AS-4 electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH. Scan rate 
50 mV/s. Cysteine concentration increased from 0 M to 0.06 M and NiCl2 concentration 
was kept at 0.01 M. (B) Representative 30th cycle of cyclic voltammograms from 
scanning Ni1Cys6 AS-4 electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH. Scan rate 50 mV/s. The black dash 
line represents the baseline created by moving the curve from cathodic scan to the anodic 
scan in the potential range of NiOOH peak. (C) Electrons produced by cysteine oxidation 
and NiOOH surface concentration versus cysteine concentration. In this plot the number 
of electrons produced by cysteine oxidation is converted by equation (3), assuming n=1, 
so it has the same unit as the NiOOH surface concentration.
can be revealed. The results are plotted in Figure 2.2 C. Both the amount of NiOOH and 
the amount of oxidized cysteine increase as initial cysteine concentration increases, but 
they follow different trends. In Figure 2.2C, the surface concentrations of cysteine 
oxidation are below NiOOH when cysteine concentration is lower than 0.02 M, while 
when cysteine concentration is above 0.04 M, the case is the opposite. There could be
some transition between 0.02 M and 0.04 M cysteine. The significance of this work is the
8 2NiOOH amount reaches 12.8 (± 3.2) x 1 0 - mol/cm when cysteine concentration is 0.06 
M. To our knowledge, the previously reported highest NiOOH amount on glassy carbon 
electrode prepared by nickel complexes is 9.7x10-8 mol/cm2, 16 so our NiCys AS-4 
electrodes have achieved comparable nickel loading to the highest reported one.
2.3.2 Possible Structures of Electrodeposited Ni and NiCys Catalysts
2.3.2.1 XPS Characterization
Ni (0.01 M NiCl2) and Ni1Cys5 (0.01 M NiCl2 /0.05 M cysteine) modified glassy 
carbon plates were prepared without the AS-4 polymer layer on glass carbon surfaces and 
characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As shown in Figure 2.3, 
carbon, oxygen, and nickel are detected in the Ni (0.01 M NiCl2) sample, while carbon, 
oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and nickel are detected in the Ni1Cys5 (0.01 M NiCl2 /0.05 M 
cysteine) sample. The Ni to S ratio is about 1:1 based on the quantitative analysis, 
suggesting the sample contains equivalent nickel ions and cysteine oxidation product, 
although in the precursor, the Ni to cysteine ratio is 1:5.
There is no apparent binding energy difference in the two Ni 2p spectra, indicating 
the oxidation states of Ni in the Ni and Ni1Cys5 samples are the same and fall in the
29
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Figure 2.3. XPS spectra (subtracted the Shirley backgrounds, and for easy comparison the 
peaks’ shapes, nickel 2 p, carbon 1 s, and oxygen 1 s peaks were normalized with their own 
highest peak intensities): (A) Nickel 2p. (B) Carbon 1s. (C) Oxygen 1s. (D) Nitrogen 1s. 
(E) Sulfur 2p.
binding energy range of NiO, Ni(OH)2, and NiOOH. The peak around 289 eV in the 
carbon 1s spectrum of the Ni sample suggests some carbon on the glassy carbon plate is
oxidized to carboxylate, and/or CO3 - has contaminated the sample in the alkaline
22solution during sample preparation. Based on the following ATR-FTIR data, both 
assignments are possible. The deconvolution components (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4) of
oxygen 1s show both the Ni and Ni1Cys5 sample contain hydroxide, and the Ni sample
21also contains small amounts of oxide. In literature, the NiO oxygen 1s spectral 
component is usually found at 529.3 eV, and the binding energy of 531.1 eV is proposed 
to come from defective sites within the oxide crystal, adsorbed oxygen, or hydroxide. In 
Ni(OH) 2 there would be a single peak with binding energy of 530.9 eV, so component 1 
can be the oxygen in NiO and the component 2 can be the oxygen in NiO and Ni(OH)2. 
The oxygen in -SO 3 and CO3 - groups also has binding energy in component 2 range. 
During the cyclic voltammetry, part of the carbon plate is oxidized. Component 3 and 4 
can be assigned to the oxidation products C-O-C (aliphatic), -COO- and (-ORC(O)-)n 
groups. C-O-C is ranged from 532.4 eV to 532.9 eV. In the -COOH group, the carbonyl 
oxygen usually has binding energy 531.9 eV to 532.5 eV, and the hydroxyl oxygen 
usually has binding energy 533.2 eV to 533.9 eV, but after -COOH forms -COO-, the 
two oxygen atoms are almost equivalent and will have binding energy around 532 eV 
(component 3). If (-ORC(O)-)n groups also formed in the oxidation, the carbonyl oxygen 
can be part of the component 3 and the hydroxyl oxygen can be part of the component 4.
23Component 4 could also come from water molecules bound in the catalysts. In the 
NiCys sample, there are fewer component 2 and more component 3 compared to the Ni 
sample, probably because more CO32- is in the Ni sample and cysteine contains the
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Table 2.1. Deconvolutional components of oxygen 1s XPS spectra
Ni sample Ni-cys sample
Components Assignment
Binding energy (eV) Atomic conc. (%) Binding energy (eV) Atomic conc. (%)








532.8 18.01 532.5 28.74
4 (-O*RC(O)-)n, H2O 534.0 8.43 533.6 10.94
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Figure 2.4. Deconvolutional oxygen 1s XPS spectra: (A) Ni sample (FWHM 1.66 eV).
(B) Ni-cys sample (FWHM 1.59 eV).
carboxylate group. The binding energy of the N 1s spectrum in the Ni1Cys5 sample fit
22 24the profile of -NH 2 group. , The binding energy of sulfur is in the range of S=O group,
25suggesting sulfur is oxidized. Although researchers have used cysteine and cystamine 
dihydrochloride to prepare Ni3S2, Ni3S2 can be ruled out, because its S 2p peaks are 
located at 161.5 to 162.5 eV .26,27 To summarize, the Ni sample contains nickel hydroxide 
and a small amount of nickel oxide, whereas the Ni1Cys5 sample contains nickel 
hydroxide and the oxidized cysteine product in a ratio of Ni:Cys of 1:1.
2.3.2.2 FTIR Characterization
More structural information can be revealed via ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 
2.5). The samples were prepared on glassy carbon plates without the AS-4 layer. Figure
2.5 shows the FTIR spectra of the bare glassy carbon plate, the electrodeposited Ni 
sample, and the chemically prepared Ni1Cys5 sample (the electrodeposited Ni1Cys5 
sample was too thin to be probed by ATR-FTIR). In the spectra of the Ni and Ni1Cys5 
samples, the peak around 466 cm-1 is the Ni-O stretching mode. The broad and intense
peak around 3200 cm-1 can be assigned to O-H stretching mode. These suggest both Ni
28and Ni1Cys5 samples could have formed a layered nickel hydroxide structure.
In the Ni spectrum, the strong peak around 1359 cm-1 could be the stretching mode of 
CO3 - groups intercalated between Ni(OH) 2 layers. A small amount of -COO- stretching 
modes around 1610-1400 cm-1 could be buried in the broad 1359 cm-1 peak (the peak 
around 1558 cm-1 should be vas(COO-)). The peak at 1653 cm-1 is the scissoring mode of
water. The main peaks of this spectrum are almost identical to the spectrum of
2 28 electrodeposited CO3 - intercalated a-Ni(OH) 2 reported by M. Figlarz et al. . When
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Figure 2.5. FTIR spectra of relevant samples: (A) Bare glassy carbon plate, 
electrodeposited Ni sample and chemically prepared Ni1Cys5 sample. (B) Chemically 
prepared cysteine (pH 5.73) and cysteine in 0.1 M NaOH samples. The intercalated 
spectra also belong to these two samples, but the absorbance intensity has been adjusted 
in order to compare the peaks in 1000-1800 cm-1 range. (C) Chemically prepared cysteine 
in 0.1 M NaOH and Ni1Cys5 samples. The absorbance intensity has also been adjusted in 
order to compare the peaks in the 1000-1800 cm-1 range.
having cysteine in alkaline media (Figure 2.5B), the -SH stretching at 2540 cm-1 in the 
pH 5 .73 cysteine sample has disappeared, suggesting it is deprotonated or oxidized. The 
1506 cm-1 peak and 1630 cm-1 peak in the pH 5.73 cysteine sample are Ss(NH3+) and 
5as(NH3+), respectively. In the alkaline environment, these two peaks disappeared because 
-NH3+ is deprotonated. The 1562 cm-1 peak and 1400 cm-1 peak are Sas(COO-) and 
Ss(COO-), respectively. The NiCys5 sample does not have the -SH stretching peak as 
well, instead four new peaks show at 1213 cm-1, 1188 cm-1, 1131 cm-1 and 1079 cm-1 in
29 32Figure 2.5C, which are the stretching modes of -S -O  and/or -S=O. - This suggests -  
SH has been oxidized during sample preparation. Compared to sulfonate (-SO3-), 
sulfinate (-SO2-) usually has peaks at lower frequency, having asymmetrical S ^ O
1 1 33 34stretch at 1030 cm- and a strong symmetrical S ^ O  stretch at 980 cm- , , so the four 
new peaks cannot be assigned to sulfonate, but sulfonate. This assignment also matches 
the XPS results of the electrodeposited Ni1Cys5 sample, which shows sulfur has been 
oxidized to sulfonate. It can be concluded that cysteine is very easy to oxidize in the 
presence of Ni ions in an alkaline environment. Compared to cysteine in 0.1 M NaOH 
sample, the NiCys sample has the Sas(COO-) move from 1564 cm-1 to 1570 cm-1 and
Ss(COO-) move from 1404 cm-1 to 1400 cm-1, so Ni2+ has interacted with the -COO-
1 2 group. The shoulder peak at 1358 cm- in both samples indicates the existence of CO3 -
groups. The oxidized structure is shown in Figure 2.6. Based on the structure in Figure
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Figure 2.6. The possible structure of oxidized cysteine in the Ni1Cys5 sample.
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2.3.2.3 Possible Structures of Electrodeposited Ni and NiCys Catalysts
35Bode’s representation of nickel oxyhydroxides and nickel hydroxides has well 
represented the different phases of Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH. All of these nickel hydroxides 
and oxyhydroxides have layered structures, and the distance (d) between two adjacent 
layers in a-Ni(OH)2, y-NiOOH, P-Ni(OH)2, and P-NiOOH are 8.0 A, 6.9 A, 4.6 A, and 
4.84 A, respectively. Normally, the charge and discharge conversion happens between a- 
Ni(OH)2 and y-NiOOH or between P-Ni(OH)2 and P-NiOOH. If the charge and discharge 
conversion is between a-Ni(OH)2 and P-NiOOH or between P-Ni(OH)2 and y-NiOOH, 
there will be swelling or volume expansion of the nickel film, making the catalyst 
unstable. Figlarz et al. have studied the species intercalated between chemically 
precipitated nickel hydroxide layers.36 They found out their sample is a-Ni(OH)2 and that 
anions, such as NO3- and CO32-, as well as water molecules can intercalate between the
layers. The formula can be written as Ni(OH)2-x(A)y(B)z • nH2O, where A and B can be
28mono and divalent anions, respectively, and y + 2z = x. Larger anions, for example,
acetate, succinate, glutarate, and adipate, can intercalate between hydroxide layers, and
there is a linear relationship between the intersheet distance (d) and the number of carbon
atoms of the carboxylate ions (i.e., the length of the ions).36 They also studied the
difference between electrodeposited and chemically precipitated CO32- intercalated
Ni(OH)2. It turns out both of them are a-Ni(OH)2 and the intersheet distance of
electrodeposited a-Ni(OH)2 (7.6 A) is slightly smaller than chemical precipitated a ­
o 90
Ni(OH)2 (8.1 A), probably due to the slightly lower hydration degree. Since 
electrodeposition and chemical precipitation can lead to similar product structure and the 
intersheet distance has a dependence on intercalated ion size, our newly prepared Ni
catalyst could also be a CO3 - intercalated a-Ni(OH)2 with intersheet distance around 7.6 
A, and the Ni1Cys5 catalyst could be a oxidized cysteine intercalated a-Ni(OH)2 with 
intersheet distance around 11.5 A (the length of oxidized cysteine is about 6 A, almost 
identical to the length of succinate, and the intersheet distance of succinate intercalated a- 
Ni(OH)2 is about 11.5 A. The lengths are measured with ChemBio3D Ultra 12.0. Default 
MM2 job had been run to minimize the energy of the structures, and the lengths are 
measured between two negatively charged groups at the ends of the structures). Based on 
the XPS and FTIR data as well as the deduction above, the possible structures of our 
newly prepared Ni and NiCys samples are shown in Figure 2.7. Because Ni and NiCys 
samples were prepared at pH 13 and pH 13 is much higher than the pKa of -N H 2, -COO- 
and -SO 3 - groups, these groups are all deprotonated.
2.3.2.4 The Effects of the Phases of the Nickel Catalysts on Catalytic Performance
The phase of the prepared catalyst is important for its performance. Normally, the 
charge and discharge conversion happens between a-Ni(OH)2 and y-NiOOH or between 
P-Ni(OH)2 and P-NiOOH. y-NiOOH has many advantages over P-NiOOH for methanol 
oxidation. The intersheet distance of y-NiOOH is about 2 A larger than P-NiOOH and the 
oxidation state of Ni in y-NiOOH is 3.67, 0.67 higher than in P-NiOOH.37 The looser 
packing of y-NiOOH than P-NiOOH in agglomerates can provide more porosity, and the
3 8higher oxidation state gives higher discharge electrochemical capacity. 38 Oxygen 
evolution consumes NiOOH that could have been used to catalyze methanol oxidation, 
and the oxygen bubble formed by oxygen evolution might cause the catalysts to fall from 
the electrode surfaces. P-NiOOH has been shown to be more active than y-NiOOH on
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Figure 2.7. Possible structures of Ni and NiCys samples, newly prepared by 
electrodeposition.
oxygen evolution. Moreover, the study of Barnard et al. has shown the formal potential 
of the a-Ni(OH)2 / y-NiOOH couple (0.392-0.440 V vs. Hg/HgO/KOH) is lower than the 
P-Ni(OH )2  / P-NiOOH couple (0.443-0.470 V vs. Hg/HgO/KOH). This also means 
methanol can be oxidized at lower potential with the a-Ni(OH)2 / y-NiOOH couple than 
with the P-Ni(OH)2 / P-NiOOH couple,39 so preparing stable a-Ni(OH)2 instead of P- 
Ni(OH)2 will improve catalyst performance and benefit methanol fuel cell applications.
2.3.3 Surface Morphology of the Catalysts
2.3.3.1 AFM Characterizations
Surface morphology of the catalysts was probed by AFM to reveal other differences 
between Ni and NiCys samples (Figure 2.8). Ni (0.01 M NiCl2), Ni1Cys0.5 (0.01 M 
NiCl2 /0.005 M cysteine), Ni1Cys2 (0.01 M NiCl2 /0.02 M cysteine) and Ni1Cys5 (0.01 
M NiCl2 /0.05 M cysteine) were prepared on glassy carbon (GC) plates without the AS-4 
polymer layer coating on the top. The root mean square roughness (Rq) of the samples are 
0.577 nm (bare glassy carbon plate), 10.7 ± 2.4 nm (Ni1Cys0.5), 10.0 ± 1 . 6  nm 
(Ni1Cys2), 6.8 ± 1.4 nm (Ni1Cys5), 33.5 ± 3.9 nm (Ni with large aggregates, e.g., Figure 
2.8E), and 4.5 ± 0.1 nm (Ni with thin layer, e.g., Figure 2.8F).
Section analysis shows both the Ni- and NiCys-modified surfaces have nanoparticles 
on the surface. The Ni1Cys5 surfaces have these particles distributed quite uniformly, 
with diameters of 20 -  35 nm and heights of 5 -  20 nm. The Ni surfaces also have these 
particles, but the surfaces are heterogeneous - the particles either form large aggregates 
(Figure 2.8 E) with heights over 100 nm or the particles cannot fully cover the surfaces 




Figure 2.8. AFM 3D height sensor images: (A) Bare glassy carbon plate. (B) Ni1Cys0.5 
catalyst deposited with 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.005 M cysteine precursor. (C) Ni1Cys2 
catalyst deposited with 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.02 M cysteine precursor. (D) Ni1Cys5 
catalyst deposited with 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.05 M cysteine precursor. (E) Ni catalyst 
deposited with 0.01 M NiCl2 precursor, area with large aggregates. (F) Ni catalyst 
deposited with 0.01 M NiCl2 precursor, area with small particles.
Ni and Ni1Cys5 surfaces. The majority of the particles are 25 -  40 nm in diameter and 10 
-  20 nm in height. Besides, about 25% of the particles found on Ni1Cys0.5 surfaces are 
50 -  60 nm in diameter and 20 -  30 nm in height.
The trend is, as the cysteine concentration increases, the heterogeneity of the surface 
and the particle size decrease. This could be due to the solubility of Ni(OH )2  in 0.1 M 
NaOH with different cysteine concentrations (Figure 2.9). In 0.1 M NaOH, 0.01 M NiCl2
precipitates to form Ni(OH )2  immediately, and the mixture of 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.005 M
2+
cysteine solution has some Ni(OH)2 precipitates in the bottom, while the remaining Ni 
stays in the solution. Newly prepared mixtures of 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.02 M cysteine and 
mixtures of 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.05 M cysteine stay clear, but after two days, the 0.01 M 
NiCl2 and 0.02 M cysteine solution has some precipitates while 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.05 M
cysteine solution can stay clear for at least a week, so when there is no cysteine present,
2+
OH- precipitates Ni from NiCl2 immediately. Correspondingly, when Ni AS-4 
electrodes are prepared by electrodeposition, the NiOOH is all deposited during the first 
CV, and further scans do not increase the NiOOH peak current, as shown in Figure 2.1A. 
On the other hand, cysteine can dissolve Ni(OH )2  in alkaline media. The presence of 
cysteine can probably decrease the nickel precipitation rate to make the deposition more 
uniform, so the NiOOH peak current of NiCys AS-4 electrodes increases during the first 
several cycles, in contrast to Ni AS-4 electrodes (Figure 2.1B). Furthermore, as pointed 
in Figure 2.2C, there could be some transition between 0.02 M and 0.04 M cysteine, such 
as when cysteine concentration is at or below 0.02 M, cysteine oxidation products only 
intercalate between Ni(OH)2 layers; but when cysteine concentration is above 0.04 M, 
there are some cysteine oxidation products adsorbed onto Ni(OH )2  surfaces besides those
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Figure 2.9. From left to right: NiCl2, Cysteine, Ni-cysteine (1:0.5) and Ni-cysteine (1:5).
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intercalate between Ni(OH)2 layers. So in the case of Ni1Cys5, the large amount of 
cysteine might partially dissolve the deposited particles, causing the particle size of 
Ni1Cys5 to be the smallest.
2.3.3.2 A Possible Method to Produce Nanoparticles on Electrode Surfaces
In this chapter, different sizes of nanoparticles are prepared by adding a new 
equilibrium to the particle growth process. The adding ligand can partially dissolve the 
nanoparticles so that the nanoparticle nucleation process slows down and the nanoparticle 
growth process is adjusted. By tuning the concentrations of the ligand, nanoparticles of 
different sizes can be produced. This method adds a new parameter to control 
nanoparticle growth. It could be that a universal method can be extended to other 
nanoparticle preparations.
2.3.3.3 Effects of AS-4 layer
These samples are not covered by the AS-4 layer. According to the results from 
cyclic voltammetry, Ni1Cys5 samples have about 25% nickel loading (NiOOH surface 
concentration) compared to Ni samples, both without the AS-4 layer, and 10 times higher 
nickel loading compared to Ni samples when they are both covered with the AS-4 layer 
(Figure 2.10). It is probable that when Ni1Cys5 sample is prepared without the AS-4 
layer, only the very thin layer closest to glassy carbon surfaces is left. When they are 
prepared with the AS-4 layer, nickel complexes are less able to leach, so the amount of 
Ni will be about the same among all Ni and NiCys samples. In this situation, smaller 
particle size will have higher surface area. This explains why Ni1Cys5 AS-4 electrodes
46
Potential (V vs. Hg/HgO)
Figure 2.10. Nickel catalysts deposition: The representative 30th cycles of cyclic 
voltammograms from scanning Ni and NiCys electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH. The calculated 
(averaged from at least 3 electrodes) NiOOH surface concentrations are Ni: 1.5 (± 0.4) x 
10-8 mol/cm2; Ni AS-4: 1.1 (± 0.3) x 10-8 mol/cm2; Ni1Cys5: 0.5 (± 0.2) x 10-8 mol/cm2; 
Ni1Cys5 AS-4: 11.8( ± 2.9) x 10-8 mol/cm2.
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have the highest NiOOH surface concentration among these 4 samples. The effect of AS- 
4 layer on catalyst performance is further discussed in Chapter 4. AFM analysis suggests 
adding more cysteine in the Ni-cysteine precursor will result in smaller nanoparticles and 
more homogeneous distribution on the surface. The particle size and surface homogeneity 
could affect the catalytic efficiency.
2.3.4 Methanol Oxidation by Ni and NiCys Electrodes
2.3.4.1 Methanol Oxidation by Ni and NiCys Electrodes
As shown in Figure 2.11A, the large peak around 0.7 V is the methanol oxidation 
peak. The reaction is16
NiOOH + fuel ^  Ni(OH)2 + oxidation product (2.5)
Since higher cysteine concentration provides higher NiOOH surface concentration, 
electrodes with higher cysteine concentration also produce higher methanol oxidation 
current. This is further investigated by chronoam perom etry. Figure 2.11B is a 
representative example of the amperometric experiments. The arrows represent each 
methanol injection. After adding methanol, the current increased immediately. At high 
methanol concentrations, the nickel centers were saturated and the current did not 
increase further. Figure 2.11C shows the current density (calculated versus the geometric 
surface area o f the glassy carbon electrodes) change w ith increasing methanol 
concentration, and the maximum methanol oxidation current is reached at 0.3 M 
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Figure 2.11. (A) Representative cyclic voltammograms of Ni and NiCys AS-4 electrodes 
in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M methanol, scan rate 50 mV/s. (B) Chronoamperometric 
response for a Ni1Cys0.5 (0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.005 M Cysteine) AS-4 electrode in 0.1 M 
NaOH and increasing concentrations of methanol at 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO). The methanol 
concentration ranges from 0 M to 1 M. (C) Calibration curves of methanol oxidation for 
Ni and NiCys AS-4 electrodes. Data were calculated from chronoamperometry 











precursor increases due to the increasing NiOOH surface concentration. The current has 
about 5 times enhancement at 0.3 M methanol when comparing Ni1Cys6 AS-4 to Ni AS- 
4 electrodes. This shows that the presence of cysteine can enhance the methanol 
oxidation current. The methanol oxidation current decreases when methanol 
concentration is higher than 0.3 M with Ni1Cys4, Ni1Cys5 and Ni1Cys6 AS-4 
electrodes. This current decrease is probably due to the “poisoning” of the catalysts. 
Detailed discussion of this phenomenon will be in Chapter 4.
Platinum has been considered as the most promising anodic catalyst candidate among 
pure metals for application in direct methanol fuel cells.40 Methanol oxidation starts at the 
onset of OH- adsorption on platinum. The study of Tripkovic et al. shows in 0.1 M NaOH 
OH- adsorption starts at around 0.45 V (vs. RHE) on platinum-deposited glassy carbon
41 • 2electrodes. Their platinum electrodes have 8 mA/cm current density maximum at about 
0.95 V (vs. RHE) with cyclic voltammetry (scan rate 50 mV/s) when oxidizing 0.5 M 
methanol in 0.1 M NaOH. On the other hand, methanol oxidation with NiOOH initiates 
after NiOOH is produced. The potential of the onset of NiOOH production is around 0.6
V (vs. RHE), so methanol is oxidized at higher potential on NiOOH than on platinum. 
The cyclic voltammograms of 0.1 M methanol oxidized in 0.1 M NaOH with Ni1Cys6 
AS-4 electrodes show 10.2(±1.7) mA/cm current density maximum at about 0.92(±0.3)
V (vs. RHE) with scan rate 50 mV/s. Moreover, if the current production is converted to 
current per catalyst mass (A/g, using the NiOOH surface concentration to calculate the 
mass of NiOOH), Ni1Cys6 AS-4 electrodes produce current about 1240 (±320) A/g with 
0.3 M methanol in 0.1 M NaOH at 0.82 V (vs. RHE) calculated from chronoamperometry 
data. Some studies of platinum or platinum ruthenium alloy only have a current range
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from 300 A/g to 900 A/g with 1 M methanol in acidic environments, so nickel cysteine 
complexes are competitive anodic electrocatalysts for methanol fuel cells.
2.4 Conclusion
NiCys AS-4 electrodes have achieved comparable NiOOH surface concentration to 
the highest reported nickel complexes on glassy carbon electrodes. Compared to Ni AS-4 
electrodes, NiCys AS-4 electrodes can enhance methanol oxidation current by 5 times in 
0.3 M methanol, because of the high NiOOH surface concentration. The high methanol 
oxidation current production makes nickel cysteine complexes competitive anodic 
electrocatalysts for methanol fuel cells. Surface characterization shows that cysteine 
adjusts the solubility of Ni(OH)2 in 0.1 M NaOH, so more uniform and smaller size 
nanoparticles are electrodeposited on electrode surfaces. The surface area of the catalysts 
is enlarged thus more Ni(OH)2 are accessible to OH- to form NiOOH. This benefits the 
methanol oxidation process. The method of adding a ligand that can adjusting 
nanoparticle solubility to produce nanoparticles of different sizes might extend to other 
nanoparticle synthesis.
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CHAPTER 3
FUEL DIVERSITY STUDIES OF NICKEL-BASED CATALYSTS AND 
METHANOL OXIDATION MECHANISM ALTERATION 
WITH DNA SCAFFOLDS
In this chapter, the catalytic specificity and degree of oxidation of different fuels with 
nickel-based catalysts were studied. NiCl2 and DNA-Ni complexes were electrodeposited 
onto glassy carbon electrode surfaces at 1.8 V vs Ag/AgCl to prepare Ni and DNA-Ni 
electrodes. These electrodes have shown electrocatalytic activity for oxidation of 
methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and glucose at room temperature in alkaline (0.1 M NaOH)
13solutions. Bulk electrolysis products identified by 13C NMR include carbonate in 
methanol, glycerol, and glucose’s oxidation products, suggesting these three fuels can be 
deeply oxidized and carbon-carbon bonds were broken during the oxidation. The 
capability of deep oxidation of fuels under relatively moderate conditions makes nickel- 
based catalysts a candidate for fuel cell applications. Although Ni and DNA-Ni 
electrodes have very similar activities towards these fuels, DNA-Ni and Ni could oxidize 
them in different pathways. In alkaline media, methanol can lose two electrons to 
produce formaldehyde, four electrons to produce formate, or six electrons to produce
Reproduced with permission from ECS Electrochemistry Letters, 2013, 2(2), F9-F13. Copyright 2013, The 
Electrochemical Society.
carbonate. DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize formaldehyde at about 0.08 V higher than Ni 
electrodes, with about 1.4 mA/cm higher current output, while oxidizing formate at a 
lower potential than Ni electrodes. Overall, DNA-Ni electrodes can completely oxidize 
methanol at a potential about 0.1 V lower than Ni electrodes, which will benefit methanol 
fuel cell applications. Electrodes modified with small ligand-Ni complexes such as 
nucleotide-Ni complexes behave similarly to Ni electrodes, so this mechanism change 
needs a polymer backbone. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) shows that DNA and DNA- 
Ni aggregates on the electrode surfaces form nanoparticles instead of strands. UV-Vis 
spectroscopy suggests Ni-ligand coordination and an increased degree of n-n stacking in 
the DNA structure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) confirmed that DNA was 
oxidized during electrodeposition and the electronic structure of Ni ion in DNA-Ni is 
different from Ni ion in small ligand-Ni, that is, more electron density is transferred from 
Ni ion to the ligands in DNA-Ni. The three-dimensional (3D) structure of DNA- 
aggregates should account for the change of the catalytic properties of metal centers. It is 
possible that other polymer backbones modified with specific ligands can also form 
microenvironments that can alter the catalytic properties of metal centers by forming this 
kind of aggregates.
3.1 Introduction
An important feature of fuel cells is their high energy density. To utilize the energy 
stored in the fuel completely and efficiently, efficient catalysts are needed. Ethanol, 
glycerol, and glucose are important high-energy-density fuels, along with the more 
common methanol fuel. Unlike methanol, they are less toxic and can be produced from
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agriculture. To completely oxidize these fuels, the carbon-carbon bond needs to be 
broken, which most precious metal-based catalysts have difficulties doing.1 In this study, 
the ability of nickel-based catalysts to oxidize complex fuels is evaluated.
Catalysts are often supported on polymer scaffolds to allow larger surface area and 
better microenvironment to the catalysts. The selectivity of the reaction products 
sometimes can also be altered by the scaffolds. The selectivity of the reaction products is 
important. For example, in alkaline medium, methanol can lose two electrons to produce 
formaldehyde, four electrons to produce formate, or six electrons to produce carbonate. 
The oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde is preferred in industry, because 
formaldehyde is an important precursor in chemical synthesis, but in the direct methanol 
fuel cell applications, formaldehyde is an unwanted product, because the production of 
formaldehyde means methanol is not completely oxidized and formaldehyde itself has 
high toxicity. Besides selectivity, as described in Chapter 1, lower fuel oxidation 
potential is favored for the fuel cell applications to gain higher open circuit potential. 
DNA could be an intriguing polymer scaffold to immobilize nickel. The 3D structure
3 ? +of DNA could have some catalytic effects. Cu complexes integrated into a DNA 
binding domain have shown enantioselectivity for Diels-Alder reactions.4 It has also been 
reported that DNA can enhance peroxidase activity of a DNA aptamer-hemin complex, 
which is dependent on the hemin-binding DNA oligomers’ specific folded structures.5 
Since DNA could be used as a self-assembly template,6 DNA-templated organic
n
synthesis has been developed and metal complexes have been anchored to DNA to make
o
more precisely controlled catalysts. Wei et al. developed a nickel catalyst for a methanol 
sensor utilizing DNA for formation of catalytic structures on electrode surfaces. DNA-Ni
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aggregates were electrodeposited onto a glassy carbon electrode.9 The electrodeposition 
time and DNA : Ni ratio were optimized, and the electrode has a linear response range for 
methanol from 2.0 ^M to at least 3 mM. Although this catalyst was developed for a 
sensor, the cyclic voltammogram in 0.1 M methanol (with the presence of 0.1 M NaOH) 
showed that the catalyst can tolerate much higher methanol concentration and therefore 
may be applicable to other applications, including fuel cell electrocatalysis. However, the 
catalytic mechanism, catalytic specificity and degree of oxidation were not studied by 
Wei et al.
In this chapter, Ni and DNA-Ni electrodes were prepared to test the catalytic 
specificity and degree of oxidation of methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and glucose. Methanol 
oxidation mechanism is examined by performing voltammetric analysis on formaldehyde 
and formate. It turns out DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize formaldehyde at a significantly 
higher potential and current than Ni and nucleotide-Ni electrodes, but oxidize formate at 
a significantly lower potential than Ni and nucleotide-Ni electrodes, and the overall 
methanol oxidation potential is about 20 mV lower with DNA-Ni electrodes. The 3D 
structure of DNA-Ni aggregate suggested by AFM, UV-Vis, and XPS should account for 
this mechanism change. This work is the first evidence of DNA-aggregate-scaffold 
changes reaction mechanism in alcohol oxidation.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Reagents
13Formaldehyde (methanol-free) was obtained from Thermo. Sodium formate- C,
13 13ethanol-2-13C, glycerol-13C3 were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.
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13Sodium carbonate- C was from Isotec. Deoxyribonucleic acid sodium salt from calf
13thymus, nickel (II) chloride (anhydrous, 99.99% trace metals basis), methanol- C,
13glucose- C6, adenosine 5’-monophosphate disodium salt (AMP), thymidine 5’- 
monophosphate disodium salt hydrate (TMP), cytidine 5’-monophosphate disodium salt 
(CMP) and guanosine 5 ' -monophosphate disodium salt hydrate (GMP) were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. The calf thymus DNA used has a molecular weight between 10-15 
million Daltons, 41.9 mole % G-C and 58.1 mole % A-T, corresponding to about 15-23 
thousands of base pairs. The approximate length is 5-7 p,m, with a diameter about 2 nm. 
All chemicals were used as received without further purification. All solutions were made 
with ultrapure water (Milli-Q system, 18.2 M Q cm ) and degassed with nitrogen. The fuel 
solutions were all in 0.1 M NaOH solutions and have pH 12.8~12.9.
3.2.2 Sample Preparation- Electrodeposition 
Glassy carbon (GC) electrodes were polished with 1 p,m and 0.05 p,m alumina 
(Buehler), successively, and then sonicated in ultrapure water and ethanol. According to 
the procedure of Wei et al.,9 a 0.1 mg/mL DNA solution and a 0.5 mg/mL NiCl2 solution 
were made and then mixed and stirred for an hour. Sodium chloride was added before 
electrodeposition to make a solution containing 0.1 M NaCl electrolyte. Electrodeposition 
of DNA-Ni onto glassy carbon electrode surfaces was performed with a CH Instruments 
611C potentiostat interfaced to a PC computer at 1.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl (1 M)) for 30 
minutes. Ni (0.5 mg/mL NiCl2 precursor solution), DNA (0.1 mg/mL DNA precursor 
solution), AMP-Ni, TMP-Ni, GMP-Ni, CMP-Ni, and PO4-Ni electrodes were prepared in 
the same way. To be consistent with the ligand molar ratio (Ni : ligand = 13.8 : 1) in
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DNA-Ni, 0.092 mg/mL AMP, 0.098 mg/mL TMP, 0.098 mg/mL CMP, 0.088 mg/mL 
GMP were used. To have a Ni to PO4 - molar ratio of 1 to 1, 0.533 mg/mL NaH2PO4 was 
used for PO4-Ni. A three-electrode configuration was used throughout all of the 
electrochemical measurements. The GC electrode (diameter 3mm) was used as the 
working electrode, platinum mesh as the counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl (1M), saturated 
calomel electrode (SCE), or Hg/HgO (0.1 M NaOH) as the reference electrode. For 
consistency, all the results shown were converted to be versus Hg/HgO (1M NaOH). The 
modified glassy carbon electrodes were rinsed with ultrapure water after 
electrodeposition and other electrochemical measurements. The same electrodeposition 
procedure was done to glassy carbon plates for the surface characterization via 
microscopy and spectroscopy.
3.2.3 Sample Characterization
3.2.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetric Experiments
All cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were collected in the 3-electrode configuration 
mentioned above. In 0.1 M NaOH, 0.1 M sodium formate (pH 12.8-12.9), 0.1 M 
formaldehyde (pH 12.8-12.9), 0.1 M methanol (pH 12.8-12.9), 0.1 M ethanol (pH 12.8­
12.9), 0.025 M glycerol (pH 12.8-12.9), and 0.025 M glucose (pH 12.7-12.8) solutions 
were prepared. CVs were taken between 0.288 V and 0.888 V at 0.05 V/s at room 
temperature. All solutions were degassed with nitrogen and all experiments performed in 
at least triplicate.
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3.2.3.2 Bulk Electrolysis and Product Determinations with NMR
Bulk electrolysis of 0.1 M methanol-13C, 0.1 M ethanol-2-13C, 0.025 M glycerol-13C3
13and 0.025 M glucose- C6 in 0.1 M NaOH was conducted with either a Pine Wavenow 
potentiostat or a CH Instruments 650A potentiostat at 0.67 V vs Hg/HgO (0.1 M NaOH). 
Since glucose can be oxidized by air in the alkaline media, the bulk electrolysis of 
glucose was carried out in an anaerobic glove box (filled with nitrogen). The bulk 
electrolysis was run for 72 hours in triplicate for each fuel, with 300 ^L samples taken at
0 hr, 1 hr, 6 hr, 24 hr, 48 hr, and 72 hr to do NMR. For glucose, a control 0.025 M
13glucose- C6 in 0.1 M NaOH solution was also put in the glove box and tested each time 
as the bulk electrolysis sample. For NMR locking purposes, 300 p,L D2O was added to 
each sample, and 1800 scans of NMR were taken for most of the fuels, except for 
glucose, where 3600 scans were used; the shifts are reported relative to tetramethyl silane 
(TMS). To validate the identification of the oxidation products, 0.1 M sodium formate-
13 13C and 0.1 M sodium carbonate- C in 0.1 M NaOH solutions were also made and tested 
in the same way, showing a formate peak at 171.2 ppm and a carbonate peak at 168.4 
ppm. According to the literature, the peak at 82.7 ppm should be formaldehyde10 and the 
peak at 173.5 ppm should be oxalate.11
3.2.3.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
A bare glassy carbon plate along with NaCl, Ni, DNA, and three DNA-Ni modified 
glassy carbon plates (one soaked in DNA-Ni precursor solution for 30 min, one 
electrodeposited at 0.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl and one electrodeposited at 1.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl) 
were characterized by a Bruker Dimension Icon-PT atomic force microscope with Peak
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Force Tapping mode. Samples were air-dried. The silicon nitride lever has a single 
cantilever with force constant k=0.4 N/m, resonant frequencies f0=50-90 kHz, radius of 
curvature of 2 nm. Images were taken with 1 p,m size (512 samples/line) at room 
temperature. Images were analyzed with Nanoscope Analysis software version 1.20 and 
first-order flattening was applied to the images.
3.2.3.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
The X-ray photoelectron spectra of DNA-Ni and DNA aggregates electrodeposited on 
GC plates were acquired by Kratos Axis Ultra DLD. Samples were degassed in the 
vacuum for two days. The base chamber pressure was 3*10-10 torr. The X-ray source is 
monochromatized Al Ka radiation (hv = 1486.6 eV) at 180 W; the survey and high- 
resolution spectra (O 1s, C 1s, N 1s, P 2p, Ni 2p) were acquired with pass energies of 160 
and 40 eV, respectively. Sample charging was controlled using a low-energy electron 
source coupled with a magnetic immersion lens. Spectra were analyzed with CasaXPS 
software. 284.8 eV of physisorbed C1s was used to correct the binding energy. Shirley- 
type background was subtracted before fitting of the peaks. Since the samples were not 
conductive, asymmetric functions were used to fit the peaks.
3.2.3.4 UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy (UV-Vis)
The ligand-Ni and ligand solutions used before and after electrodeposition were 
measured with Evolution 260 Bio UV-Visible spectrophotometer from Thermo 
Scientific. Spectra were scanned from 1100 nm to 200 nm with 60.00 nm/min scan speed,
1 nm bandwidth, and 1.00 nm data interval.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Surface Morphologies 
Surface morphologies were characterized with AFM. The bare glassy carbon plate 
shown in Figure 3.1A has a 0.577 nm root-mean-square roughness for a 1p,mx1pm 
surface area, so the glassy carbon plate is flat enough for use as an AFM substrate. Since 
the nickel catalysts were electrodeposited in 0.1 M NaCl solution, a control experiment 
was done where GC plates were submerged in 0.1 M NaCl and a 1.8 V potential was 
applied. The representative micrograph for this control is shown in Figure 3.1B. The 
NaCl control contained several residual random size particles with a root-mean-square 
roughness of 1.26 nm. Compared to the Ni (Figure 3.1C), DNA (Figure 3.1D) and DNA- 
Ni samples (Figure 3.1E), it is still sufficiently flat. As shown is Figure 3.1 and 3.2, 
electrodeposition leads to the formation of nanoparticles on GC plates. Even DNA and 
DNA-Ni look like small particles overlapping each other instead of long strands usually
12 13seen on hydrophilic mica surface. , Section analyses were taken to measure the particle 
sizes, and the results are summarized in Table 3.1. NiCl2 and DNA-Ni samples have 
similar particle sizes. The DNA-Ni particle aggregates are slightly larger than DNA 
aggregates, probably because of the easier crosslinking of DNA strands and the shielding 
of negative charges of phosphate groups.
This aggregation of DNA to form nanoparticles instead of staying the form of strands 
is an interesting phenomenon. There are several reasons that might cause the DNA 
aggregation: The most important reason should be the high voltage (1.8 V) applied during 
the electrodeposition. Figure 3.2 indicates when no voltage is applied, almost no particles 
are found on the surface, but DNA-Ni does adsorb on the surface, because the root-mean-
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Figure 3.1. AFM 3D height sensor images on GC plates: (A) Bare GC plate. (B) 0.1 M 
NaCl electrodeposited at 1.8 V. (C) NiCl2 electrodeposited at 1.8 V. (D) DNA 
electrodeposited at 1.8 V. (E) DNA-Ni electrodeposited at 1.8 V.
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Figure 3.2. AFM 3D height sensor images of DNA-Ni on GC plates: (A) Soaked in 
DNA-Ni precursor solution for 30 min. (B) DNA-Ni electrodeposited at 0.9 V.
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Table 3.1. Particle sizes of electrodeposited samples on GC plates.
Sample Diameter (nm) Height (nm)
NiCl2 1.8 V 40 -  50 10 -  15
DNA 1.8 V 40 -  50 5 -  7 (majority),2 -  3 and 10 -  15 (minority)
DNA-Ni 1.8 V 40 -  50 10 -  15 (majority),5 -  10 and 15 -  25 (minority)
DNA-Ni 0.9 V ~ 40 5 -  8
square roughness is 1.12 ± 0.21 nm, which is much larger than the bare GC plate. The 
particles formed at 0.9 V have smaller height than particles formed at 1.8 V. There is also 
a study pointing out that on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface when 
applying a 0.3 V potential (vs Ag wire), the holes among the intertwined DNA mesh 
became larger and the height also increased slightly compared to free adsorbed DNA.14 
When applying a much higher voltage (i.e., 1.8 V), this effect will be much stronger. 
Second, glassy carbon is a hydrophobic surface. In the DNA double helix structure, the 
negative charged sugar phosphate chain is external while the hydrophobic base pairs are 
in the internal part. On a hydrophilic mica surface, although DNA longer than ~50 nm 
behave as flexible filaments,13 2-5 nM 1868 base pair DNA 13 and 80 p,g/mL 3000 base 
pair DNA 15 on mica still look like individual long strands with height below 1 nm and
13width around 10 nm , but on a hydrophobic carbon surface, the surface free energy will 
probably draw the DNAs to aggregate. It has been reported that at room temperature the 
hydrophobic surface can induce local denaturation of DNA to increase the number of 
bases exposed to the surface,14 and AFM of 10 p,g/mL DNA spontaneous adsorbed on a 
HOPG surface shows DNA molecules overlap and superpose on each other and look like 
particles on strands with height around 2 nm and width around 40-50 nm,16 having 
similar width with our results. Third, the surface roughness of the substrate and the 
concentration of DNA solution might also have an effect. For example, 0.1 mg/mL DNA 
electrodeposited on a HOPG and 0.013 mg/mL DNA electrodeposited on carbon fiber
column electrode (CFCE) at 1.8 V both resulted in mesh like DNA structure, but 0.1
12mg/mL DNA electrodeposited on CFCE provided large particle-like aggregates. Our 
GC plates are also rougher than HOPG electrode surface (0.06 nm root-mean-square
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roughness for a 1 p,m*1 ^m surface area16). The rough surface will make the nucleation 
process easier during aggregation. Our concentration is also 0.1 mg/mL, which is 
relatively high and therefore likely supports easy aggregation.
The sizes of the particles can be used to roughly estimate how many base pairs are in 
the individual particles. For normal double-stranded DNA structure, A-DNA has the 
smallest rise per base pairs, 2.56 A, and Z-DNA has the largest value of 3.7 A. The
17 18diameter of the double-stranded DNA is about 2 to 2.5 nm. , Because double-stranded 
DNA has a helix structure, the space that a base pair might take up can be approximated 
to a cylinder that has the diameter of the DNA as the diameter and the rise per base pair 
as the height. The volume of the cylinder is from 0.804 nm3 (using 2.56 A and 2 nm) to 
1.82 nm3 (using 3.7 A and 2.5 nm). The shape of the particles can be approximate to a 
spherical cap and the volume can thus be calculated. The number of the base pair can be 
roughly estimated by the value of the volume of the spherical cap divided by the volume 
of a single base pair. If we set the radius of the spherical cap to be 22 nm (because the 
diameter of the particle is of 40 to 50 nm), the height of 3 nm, 7 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, and 
25 nm corresponding to about 1300 to 2900 base pairs, 3000 to 6800 base pairs, 4500 to 
10,000 base pairs, 7300 to 16,000 base pairs, and 15,000 to 34,000 base pairs. Because 
the initial calf thymus DNA is about 15,000 to 23,000 base pairs, it is very possible that 
the initial DNA is broken and/or does not reserve double-stranded structure during the 1.8
V electrodeposition. Indeed, the experiments of Kataoka et al. also suggest that deduction. 
They packaged plasmid DNA (4361 base pairs) into spherical polyplex micelles 
(diameters of 50 to 100 nm) by simply mixing the polymer and pDNA, and they found 
out by gel electrophoresis that the dissociation and nuclease cleavage o f the packed
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double-stranded DNA had occurred randomly.19 Because double-stranded DNA is a stiff 
macromolecule, its flexibility is restricted and can be described by the persistence length. 
The fact that all the diameters of the particles are about 40 to 50 nm might be due to the 
persistence length of the double-stranded DNA being about 40 to 50 nm in the presence 
of 0.1 M Na+.18
3.3.2 Electrocatalytic Properties
3.3.2.1 Fuel Diversity
The electrocatalytic properties of Ni and DNA-Ni electrodes were characterized with 
cyclic voltammetry. Figure 3.3 shows the representative cyclic voltammograms in 
different fuel solutions (methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and glucose), where bare and DNA 
aggregate-modified GC electrodes were used as controls. Blank experiments in 0.1 M 
NaOH and no fuel are also shown. Ni and DNA-Ni behave quite similar in these 
solutions. Both of them have the irreversible fuel oxidation peaks and redox peaks of
Ni(II) and Ni(III), and all of the fuels showed oxidation. The increasing current near 0.7
20V is because of the oxygen evolution reaction. The peak positions and peak currents of 
fuel oxidation are sum m arized in Table 3.2. S im ilar to other nickel com plex 
electrocatalysts, Ni was first oxidized to Ni(III) in alkaline solution, and then the Ni(III)
oxidized the fuels irreversibly. In the cathodic scan, both freshly chemisorbed substrate
21and residual adsorbed carbonaceous species were oxidized and Ni(III) was reduced to 
Ni(II). The “dip” during the cathodic scan is not due to breaking down or serious 
morphological changes of the electrocatalyst during the cathodic scan for the DNA-Ni 
aggregates, since the voltammograms are quite stable during multiple scans (>100 scans).
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Potential (V vs . Hg/HgO) Potential (V vs. Hg/HgO)
Potential (V vs. Hg/HgO)
Figure 3.3. Representative cyclic voltammograms at a scan rate of 0.05 V/s: (A) 0.1 M 
NaOH. (B) 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M methanol. (C) 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M ethanol. (D) 
0.1 M NaOH and 0.025 M glycerol.(E) 0.1 M NaOH and 0.025 M glucose.
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Table 3.2 Fuel oxidation peak position and peak current at Ni and DNA-Ni electrodes.




0.684 ± 0.015 
0.662 ± 0.012












0.696 ± 0.015 
0.667 ± 0.016





0.654 ± 0.021 
0.644 ± 0.008
85.13 ± 27.71 
74.22 ± 8.08
Wei et al. contributed this “dip” to the reduction of strongly adsorbed OH-, making
22available sites for methanol oxidation to happen again,22 while other studies of nano­
structured nickel oxide contributed this to the diffusion and convection mass transfer or 
the reduction of the passive film formed during anodic scan, making fuel oxidation occur
23 24again during the cathodic scan. , The oxidation peaks of glycerol and glucose are much 
broader than methanol and ethanol, and they have much higher peak currents, especially 
the glucose, suggesting either more electrons were produced with glycerol and glucose, 
or a fast catalytic reaction.
An important feature of any fuel cell or battery is its high energy density. The energy
25 26 27density of pure methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and glucose fuels are 6.1, 8.0, 5.0, 4.4 
kWh/kg, respectively. Although these energy densities are lower than gasoline (10.5
25kWh/kg), they are large compared to the energy density of typical batteries. In order to 
realize high energy densities, deep oxidation of the fuels is required. Bulk electrolysis
13with C NMR analysis of the waste products was used to determine the final products of 
the oxidation reactions of each of the fuels.
In the cases of glycerol and glucose, the pH drops during bulk electrolysis. For a 
solution with an initial pH of 12.90, after bulk electrolysis the pH decreased to 12.75 for 
glycerol and 12.70 for glucose, which is consistent with the production of protons during
13fuel oxidation. In glycerol oxidation, the C NMR of the product formation during the 
first 24 hours shows only formate and carbonate as products. After 24 hours, small 
amounts of formaldehyde, oxalate, and glycolate start forming, showing a pH-dependent 
electrocatalytic mechanism. For glucose oxidation, in the first 2 hours of glucose’s
13oxidation, only formate showed in the C NMR. After that, carbonate and oxalate
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showed up with small amounts of glycolate and gluconate. These phenomena show that 
the catalytic mechanism is pH dependent and changes during the long operation time in 
batch mode, because pH of the fuel solution is changing with time.
Table 3.3 presents the main products of each fuel. The presence of carbonate in the 
products indicates that nickel-based catalysts can deeply oxidize the fuels. Methanol can 
be completely oxidized to carbonate, producing up to 6 electrons per molecule of 
methanol. This has been verified by performing voltammetric analysis on formaldehyde 
and formate, and verifying the ability of the Ni and DNA-Ni to oxidize all intermediate 
oxidation products of methanol, as shown in Figure 3.4 in Section 3.3.2.2. On the other 
hand, the DNA-Ni do not appear to be able to break the carbon-carbon bond of ethanol, 
so only 4 electrons can be produced from the oxidation of ethanol to acetate. Glycerol 
and glucose can be deeply or completely oxidized, as shown by the production of 
carbonate.
The deep oxidation of glycerol and glucose to carbon dioxide shows the oxidation 
catalyzed by nickel-based catalysts can even break the carbon-carbon bond, which most 
precious-metal-based catalysts cannot.1 It also appears that additional hydroxyl functional 
groups improve deep oxidation. In methanol, the carbonate showed up between 24 to 48 
hours, while in glycerol and glucose the carbonate showed up between 2 to 24 hours. 
This is consistent with some other inorganic catalysts. For instance, the oxidation of
various carbohydrates at copper electrodes also indicated the need for the presence of at
28least two hydroxyl groups for facile oxidation, and preferably more. All in all, the deep 




Table 3.3. Product distributions of the oxidations of methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and 
glucose.
Fuel Catalyst Main products
0.1 M Methanol Ni Formate Carbonate
0.1 M Methanola DNA-Ni Formate Carbonate
0.1 M Ethanol DNA-Ni Acetate
0.025 M Glycerol DNA-Ni Formate Carbonate
0.025 M Glucose DNA-Ni Formate Carbonate Oxalate
aFor methanol with DNA-Ni, formaldehyde showed up occasionally.
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3.3.2.2 Electrocatalytic Properties Differences between Ni and DNA-Ni
Although similar bulk electrolysis products were detected and similar methanol 
oxidation currents were measured from voltammetric analysis with similar amounts of 
nickel catalysts (in 0.1 M NaOH the Ni(III) peak current of Ni is 6.19 ± 2.57 |iA and 
DNA-Ni is 8.06 ± 4.41 |iA), DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize methanol at a lower potential 
than Ni electrodes (95% confidence using t-test) by about 22 mV (Table 3.2). Methanol 
can lose two electrons to form formaldehyde, another two electrons to form formate and 
another two electrons to form carbonate during the oxidation in alkaline media, as shown 
in the results of bulk electrolysis. To study the details of this mechanism, formaldehyde 
and formate were used as fuel substrates with voltammetric analysis to verify the ability 
of the Ni and DNA-Ni to oxidize all intermediate oxidation products of methanol. It turns 
out Ni and DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize formaldehyde and formate quite differently. The 
representative voltammograms are shown in Figure 3.4. DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize 
formaldehyde with a peak at 0.700 ± 0.010 V and a peak current of 325.10 ± 10.25 |iA. 
Ni electrodes oxidize formaldehyde with a peak at 0.617 ± 0.025 V and a peak current of 
209.80 ± 38.91 |iA (the data are summarized along with data from other ligand-Ni 
electrodes in Table 3.4). That is, DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize formaldehyde at about 0.08
V higher than Ni electrodes with about 100 |iA more current output. DNA-Ni electrodes 
also oxidize formate with a peak at 0.602 ± 0.012 V and a peak current of 1.67 ± 0.53 
|iA. The formate oxidation peak is more pronounced when using a slow scan rate 0.005 
V/s, but Ni electrodes do not show any formate oxidation peaks in the voltammograms. 
Since carbonate was also detected in methanol bulk electrolysis solutions with Ni 
electrodes, Ni electrodes may oxidize formate at around or higher than 0.7 V, and the
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Figure 3.4. Representative cyclic voltammograms of formaldehyde and formate oxidation 
in 0.1 M NaOH: (A). 0.1 M formaldehyde at the scan rate of 0.05 V/s. (B) 0.1 M formate 
at the scan rate of 0.05 V/s. (C) 0.1 M formate at the scan rate of 0.005 v / s.
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Table 3.4 Formaldehyde oxidation peak position and peak current.
Catalyst Peak position (V) Peak current (p,A)
Ni 0.617 ± 0.025 209.80 ± 38.91
PO4-Ni 0.600 ± 0.012 169.06 ± 41.59
AMP-Ni 0.611 ±0.006 151.56 ± 50.26
GMP-Ni 0.580 ± 0.017 173.78 ± 19.85
CMP-Ni 0.611 ± 0.011 76.78 ± 21.32
TMP-Ni 0.638 ± 0.007 177.8 ± 57.6
DNA-Ni 0.700 ± 0.010 325.10 ± 10.25
peak is buried in dramatically increased oxygen evolution current. This has been 
demonstrated by having Ni electrodes to do bulk electrolysis with formate. Carbonate is 
detected as the oxidation product, so Ni electrodes oxidize formate at a higher potential 
than DNA-Ni electrodes do.
This mechanism difference can bring different applications of Ni and DNA-Ni 
electrodes. Based on the CVs of methanol, formaldehyde, formate oxidation, DNA-Ni 
electrodes can completely oxidize methanol at a potential about 0.1 V lower than Ni 
electrodes, because DNA-Ni electrodes can oxidize methanol, formaldehyde and formate 
at around 0.55 V, but Ni electrodes have to oxidize formate at a potential higher than 0.65 
V. In addition, DNA-Ni electrodes oxidize methanol at about 20 mV lower potential than 
Ni electrodes, so DNA-Ni electrodes are more favored in general fuel cell applications. 
On the other hand, if the formate produced will be used in direct formic acid fuel cells, 
which have open circuit potential 0.27 V higher than direct methanol fuel cells and other
29 30advantages (e.g., nonflammable, nontoxic, and so on), , Ni electrodes are preferred.
To clarify the origin of this mechanism difference, PO4-Ni, AMP-Ni, TMP-Ni, CMP- 
Ni, and GMP-Ni are also tested, because the phosphate groups and nucleotides are the 
basic components of DNA. 0.1 M formaldehyde was used because the effect is easy to 
observe. F igure 3.5 shows all o f the DNA com ponent-N i e lectrodes oxidize 
formaldehyde at a lower potential and a lower current than DNA-Ni electrodes, similarly 
to Ni electrodes. Table 3.4 summarizes the data. Among these nucleotide-Ni electrodes, 
TMP-Ni has a slightly higher peak potential than others and CMP-Ni has the lowest peak 
current. The fact that none of the DNA components show similar formaldehyde oxidation 
behavior as DNA scaffolds indicates the 3D DNA chain structure should be important.
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Potential (V vs. Hg/HgO)
Figure 3.5. Representative cyclic voltammograms of formaldehyde oxidation by Ni, PO4- 
Ni, AMP-Ni, TMP-Ni, CMP-Ni, GMP-Ni and DNA-Ni electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH. Scan 
rate 0.05 V/s.
To further study the differences between small ligand-Ni and DNA-Ni, UV-Vis 
experiments were performed.
3.3.3 Electronic Transitions in UV-Vis 
The catalytic properties are mainly dependent on the metal ion and its environment. 
UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy can provide information on the electronic transitions in 
the sample. The solutions used for electrodeposition were tested with UV-Vis absorption 
spectroscopy before and after electrodeposition. Figure 3.6A shows the spectra of NiCl2.
3 3The peaks at 394 nm, 666 nm, and 723 nm are d-d transitions of A2g to T1g(P), two
3 1 3 3 31mixed states of A2g to Eg and A2g to T1g (F), respectively. Treatments with 1.8 V do 
not change these three peaks. The spectra of NiCl2 with different ligands and DNA 
scaffold after 1.8 V treatments are shown in Figure 3.6B and C. DNA and the nucleotides 
have absorption peaks around 250 nm to 260 nm. These absorption bands usually range 
from 230 nm to 300 nm, but the peaks of GMP-Ni, AMP-Ni and DNA-Ni 1.8 V have 
tails after 300 nm. The tails of GMP-Ni and AMP-Ni have a “dip” at around 350 nm, but 
the tail of DNA-Ni does not. Thus the Ni2+ peak of 3A2g to 3T1g(P) is buried in the tail of
3 3the DNA peak, while with other ligands, it is not. It looks like the A2g to T1g(P) peak of
2+
Ni in DNA-Ni is blue shifted a bit, but it is hard to confirm with the UV-Vis data only, 
because of the overlap with DNA peak. The XPS analysis in the following section will 
confirm that the energy state of Ni in DNA-Ni is different from small ligand-Ni.
For easy comparison of the peak shape, all spectra are normalized with the peak 
intensity around 260 nm except the NiCl2 spectrum in Figure 3.7. It is clear that CMP-Ni 




Wavelength (nm) Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3.6. UV-Vis spectra of NiCl2, ligand-Ni and DNA-Ni after 1.8 V treatments: (A). 
NiCl2 before and after 1.8 V. (B). Ligand-Ni and DNA-Ni after 1.8 V showing the
. .  9+aromatic ring absorption range. (C). Ligand-Ni and DNA-Ni after 1.8 V showing the Ni 
d-d transition absorption range.
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Figure 3.7. Normalized UV-Vis spectra of ligand and ligand-before and after applying 
potentials: (A). CMP-Ni. (B). TMP and TMP-Ni. (C). GMP and GMP-Ni. (D). AMP and 
AMP-Ni. (E). DNA and DNA-Ni.
+
and has a new peak tail at wavelengths larger than 300 nm after 1.8 V treatments. AMP- 
Ni and DNA-Ni 1.8 V not only have this peak tail, but also show the entire spectra red 
shifted. These changes only happen with applied potential high enough, since the spectra 
of AMP-Ni 0.3 V and DNA-Ni 0.9 V do not have these changes. When comparing 
spectra with and without Ni at 1.8 V, it shows with Ni the peak tail and the peak shift are 
more pronounced. The existence of the peak tail and the peak shift is considered to be the 
sign of Ni-ligand coordination and the increased degree of n-n stacking of the nucleotides
32 33or DNA. , Since the DNA and DNA-Ni aggregates form nanoparticles instead of 
strands, the degree of n-n stacking could increase greatly. In this study, the oxidation of 
nucleotides suggested by the XPS analysis can also be part of the reason of the spectra 
change.
3.3.4 Chemical Composition Analysis with XPS 
The chemical compositions of DNA and DNA-Ni aggregates were obtained by XPS. 
The atomic concentrations of each element are summarized in Table 3.5. The theoretical
1 o
N/P ratio of the calf thymus-dsDNA is 3.7/1. In the DNA aggregates, the N/P ratio is 
4.3/1 and, in the DNA-Ni aggregates, the N/P ratio is 3.7/1. Both values are close to the 
theoretical value, indicating the DNA was immobilized on the GC electrodes. The P/Ni 
ratio in DNA-Ni is 5/1, which means there is approximately 1 Ni atom per 5 DNA bases 
in the DNA-Ni. According to literature,34-36 Ni(II) mainly coordinates with N7 centers of
guanines and interacts with phosphate groups of DNA. The study of Sorokin et al. on Ni
2_|_
interaction with native DNA and nucleotides via UV-Vis spectrometry shows that Ni 
coordinates N7 of GMP, N7 and N1 of AMP and interacts with O2 of CMP and the
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Table 3.5. The atomic concentrations (%) of elements in DNA and DNA-Ni.
aggregates O N C P Ni
DNA 27.2 6.4 65.0 1.5 0.0
DNA-Ni 21.6 11.4 63.2 3.1 0.6
2+
phosphate groups of TMP. Ni does not interact with N3 of CMP, but when it is in the
2+
DNA structure, the interaction of Ni with N7 of guanosine will result in internal
33protonation of N3 of cytidine of the G-C pairs. On a GC surface, in 60 p,g/mL calf 
thymus DNA solution, guanine will be oxidized at 1.03 V and adenine will be oxidized at 
1.30 V (vs Ag/AgCl, 3 M KCl),16 and in 40 p,g/mL single-stranded DNA solution, all 
bases are oxidized below 1.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl, 3 M KCl) with poly(dG) being oxidized
37around 0.9 V and poly(dA) being oxidized around 1.2 V, so even though the double­
stranded structure may provide more protection of bases than the single-stranded 
structure, bases can still be oxidized to some degree during the electrodeposition process 
at 1.8 V. In the literature, guanine will be oxidized to guanidinohydantoin (dominates at
38pH < 10.1) and its isomer iminoallantoin (dominates at pH > 10.1), and adenine will be
39oxidized to a 2,8-dihydroxyadenine’s diimine tautomer. Cytosine and thymine are more 
difficult to be oxidized than guanine and adenine, and they may have various oxidation 
products.40 The 2’-deoxyribose and the orthophosphate are electro-inactive at least from 
0.3 V to 1.6 V .37 According to the UV-Vis results of CMP-Ni and TMP-Ni in Section 
3.3.3, cytosine, thymine, 2 ’-deoxyribose and the orthophosphate are probably not 
oxidized in DNA. The oxidation of DNA results in more [N-C(=O)-N] groups to 
guanine and adenine, but their N7 nitrogens are not imine functional groups anymore. 
Because UV-Vis studies in Section 3.3.3 show that Ni ion still has strong interaction with 
oxidized GMP and AMP, Ni could coordinate to the functional groups in the new 
structures. The relevant structures of the nucleotides and nucleosides are shown in Figure 
3.8. Since there is about 1 Ni ion per 5 DNA bases and the coordination number of Ni is 
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Iminoallantoin 2,8-dihydroxyadenine's diimine tautomer
Figure 3.8. Chemical structures of the nucleotides used in this study and possible 
oxidation products.
Table 3.6 summarizes the C1s components of XPS high-resolution deconvolution 
spectra of the electrodeposited DNA and DNA-Ni aggregates shown in Figure 3.9. The 
peak assignments are according to XPS studies of calf thymus DNA and single-stranded
DNA.41,42 In the study by Lin et al., the peak around 289 eV is assigned to the
12carboxylate group. In theory, the area ratio of these 4 peaks should be 285 eV: 287 eV :
288 eV : 289 eV = 18% : 46% : 37% : 5%. The hydrocarbons’ (285 eV) ratios are much 
higher in the XPS results, due to the large amount of physisorbed hydrocarbon. If the 285 
eV component is excluded, the calculated 287 eV, 288 eV and 289 eV components’ ratios 
should be 287 eV : 288 eV : 289 eV = 9 : 6 : 1 = 56.3% : 37.5% : 6.3%. The 289 eV 
components’ ratios are much higher than the theoretical value, indicating the oxidation of 
bases. In the DNA sample, if we assumed all dA and dG were converted to the final 
products, 287 eV : 288 eV : 289 eV = 3.51 : 1.73 : 1 = 52.7% : 31.2% : 16.0%; this ratio 
is pretty close to the experimental value, although the experimental percentage of 287eV
and 289 eV components are still relative high and 288 eV is low. This difference may
12come from the (C-O -C) (287 eV) bonds linking DNA to the carbon surface.
After being coordinated with Ni, all of the peaks’ positions look stable, except the
289 eV component drops 0.3 eV, which shows this component is relative to the Ni ions. 
Meanwhile, the percentage area of the 288 eV component stays at 25.9%, and 7.1% of 
the 289 eV component is converted to the 287 eV component. Both [N-C(=O)-N] and 
carboxylate groups interacting with Ni ions can explain these changes. For [N-C(=O)-N] 
groups, the isomerization to [N = C (-O )-N ] and coordinating Ni ions with either 
carboxylate group or imine group will drag electrons towards carbon, making the binding 
energy lower.43 This isomerization may be favored because it can often recover the ring
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Main Peaks DNA 284.8 286.7 288.0 289.2
(eV) DNA-Ni 284.8 286.7 287.9 288.9
Area ratio DNA 68.1 18.5 8.3 5.2
(%) DNA-Ni 61.6 25.0 10.0 3.4
Area ratio DNA 58.0 25.9 16.1
exclude 
284.8 eV (%)
DNA-Ni 65.1 25.9 9.0
Asymetric peak shape for peaks, CasaXPS peak shape parameter is 
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Figure 3.9. XPS high-resolution deconvolution C 1s spectra: (A) DNA aggregates. (B) 
DNA-Ni aggregates.
structure, although it may break some hydrogen bonds. For carboxylate groups, if  they 
coordinate unidentate with Ni ions, the carbon of the carboxylate group can shift to 288.9 
eV;44 but if they coordinate bidentate with Ni ions, the carbon of the carboxylate group 
can shift to around 287 eV.45 In both cases, the electron density of carbon increased.
The deconvolution spectra of the P 2p spectra [asymetric peak shape 
A(0.25,0.3,30)GL(30)] show that in the DNA aggregates, the P 2p3/2 peak (FWHM 1.70 
eV) is at 133.8eV (2p1/2 134.6 eV) and, in the DNA-Ni aggregates, the P 2p3/2 peak 
(FWHM 1.43 eV) is at 133.6eV (2p1/2 134.5 eV). The 0.2 eV difference is quite small, but 
if  the two spectra (after subtracting the Shirley backgrounds) are overlapped, there is a 
peak shift that can be observed, as shown in Figure 3.10B. It is consistent with the results
of the study using Cd2+ to react with phosphorothioate OligoG10.46 In this study, the
2+
binding energy of P 2p dropped 0.4 eV after Cd interacted with PO2- group. The smaller
energy difference in the Ni aggregate case indicates the interaction between the Ni and
2+
the phosphate group is weaker than the Cd2+ case in literature. Indeed, Ni ion may bridge
31phosphate groups of two neighboring duplexes via water. This explains the minor 
change of the P 2p spectra.
Carbon and phosphorous are elements interacting with Ni indirectly, while oxygen 
and nitrogen are elements directly coordinating with Ni ions. Since the DNA are not 
strands anymore, but an aggregate-like sphere, we can predict that there will be more 
hydrogen bonding connecting many bases together. All of the amine groups could 
become donors and all imine and carbonyl groups could become acceptors. H2O could 
also participate in this large hydrogen bonding network. This large hydrogen bonding 
network makes the interpretation of O 1s and N 1s XPS spectra very complicated. N 1s
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Carbon Binding Energy (eV) Phosporus Binding Energy (eV)
Nitrogen Binding Energy (eV) Oxygen Binding Energy (eV)
Figure 3.10. XPS spectra (subtracted the Shirley backgrounds, and for quick comparing 
the peaks’ shapes, all the peaks were normalized with their own highest peak intensities): 
(A) Carbon. (B) Phosphorus. (C) Nitrogen. (D) Oxygen.
spectra usually have -CH=N- groups locate around 399 eV and amine and amide groups
4 7  4 0
locate around 400 eV. , N 1s spectra of DNA and DNA-Ni have components locating 
significantly higher than 400 eV. After metal ions coordinate with imine-N, the binding 
energy can increase from 0.7 to 1.8 eV.49,50 After amine-N forms hydrogen bonds with 
the carbonyl groups, the binding energy can increase from 1.3 to 1.9 eV.51 In double­
stranded DNA, the N—N distance in the hydrogen bond is 3.0 A and the O—N distance 
is 2.9 A.52 It has been reported that in a series of free-base porphycenes, the binding 
energy differences between amine-N and imine-N are 2.1 eV, 1.75 eV, 1.4 eV and 0.95 
eV, corresponding to N—N distances 2.93 A, 2.79 -  2.80 A, 2.61 -  2.62 A, and 2.51 A.53 
Therefore, even the small distance change of the hydrogen bond can result in large 
binding energy differences. It will be very difficult to differentiate Ni ions’ coordination 
from hydrogen binding. However, if the spectra (after subtracting the Shirley 
backgrounds) before and after Ni coordination are overlapped, as shown in Figure 3.10C, 
it can be observed that the area at lower binding energy grew. In the case of oxygen 
(Figure 3.10D), there is a significant energy decrease too. These two changes are most 
likely due to the ligand-Ni coordination.54 As shown in the following paragraph, DNA-Ni 
has Ni 2p shift to higher binding energy compared to other small ligand-Ni, so some of 
the electron density is transferred from Ni to O and N, making Ni binding energy higher 
and N and O binding energy lower. It could also be because after Ni coordination (e.g., 
Ni coordinating with base pairs),55 some hydrogen bonds were broken, opening the 
hydrogen bonding network a bit. The isomerization of [N-C(=O)-N] groups to [N=C(- 
O )-N ] could be another reason. The isomerization created more imine groups that are 
not hydrogen bonded or coordinated with Ni ions.
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Sets of Ni 2p3/2 peaks and 2p1/2 peaks are shown in Figure 3.11A. They are well 
separated by 17.27 eV as reported. Two types of Ni ion coordination are found at 856.7 
and 859.0 eV, and their ratio is 3.33 : 1. In both 2p3/2 peaks and 2p1/2 peaks, there are sets 
of shake up peaks, indicating the two types of Ni are both paramagnetic and may have 
octahedral or tetrahedral stereochemistry. Depending on the nature of the ligands, when 
no halogen acts as ligands, there may be two types of shake-up peaks: Type A has one 
shake-up peak for 2p3/2 and two for 2p1/2; Type B has one for both.56 The area of 2p1/2 
peaks should be half of the 2p3/2 peaks, but clearly the area percentage of shake-up peaks 
in 2p1/2 peaks is much higher than in 2p3/2 peaks, so 2 peaks were used to fit the 2p3/2 
shake-up peaks while 3 peaks were used to fit the 2p1/2 shake-up peaks. Therefore the 
coordination environments of these two types of Ni are different. More importantly, when 
comparing DNA-Ni spectrum to cysteine-Ni and Ni spectra in Chapter 2 (Figure 3.11B), 
DNA-Ni has the binding energy shifts to about 1 eV higher, so that more electron density 
is transferred from the Ni ion to the ligands, usually indicating a higher oxidation state of 
Ni ions. The electronic structure of the metal center is very important to the catalytic 
properties. Yumura et al. calculated the potential energy for formaldehyde oxidation to 
formic acid by FeO+. It turns out the energy difference is about 10 kcal/mol between the 
sextet (62+) and the quartet (4A) reaction pathways.57 The energy difference between 
FeO+(4A) (electron configuration 1a22G21n4lG22n23a1 or 1o22o21tc41o32tc23o0) and 
FeO+(6 E+) (electron configuration 1o 22o2 In41o22n23o1) is about 1.0 eV.58 The 
formaldehyde oxidation is shifted by about 0.08 V with DNA-Ni, which corresponds to 
about 1.84 kcal/mol. It is possible the energy state difference of Ni along with the 
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Figure 3.11. XPS Ni 2p spectra: (A). XPS high-resolution deconvolution Ni 2p spectra 
(Asymetric peak shape for peaks, CasaXPS peak shape parameter = A(0.2,0.5,30)GL(30), 
with FWHM 2.20eV). (B). DNA-Ni spectrum compared to cysteine-Ni and Ni spectra in 
Chapter 2.
difference.
In summary, the bases in DNA and DNA-Ni aggregates were oxidized during 
electrodeposition. Ni ions can interact with water, imine, carbonyl (carboxylate groups if 
they exist) and phosphate groups in DNA-Ni aggregates. The intramolecular electron 
transfer properties of DNA-Ni aggregates could be the reason that makes the electronic 
structure of Ni in DNA aggregates different from Ni with small ligands. DNA-Ni 
aggregates have some interesting features similar to oxidoreductase enzymes. They 
contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, have a large hydrogen bonding 
network and a large amount of amine, imine, carbonyl, and carboxylate groups. When 
compared to oxidoreductase enzymes, DNA-Ni aggregates have much higher metal 
center density, coordinating with imines and other groups that can mimic histidines and 
other residues in enzymes’ catalytic pockets. Moreover, the higher metal center density 
will probably bring DNA-Ni aggregates much better electron transfer ability than many 
enzymes, so DNA-aggregates with metal centers may make intriguing alternatives to 
enzymes. Furthermore, based on the analysis of AFM, UV-Vis and XPS, the calf thymus 
DNA used in this study did not preserve its original double-stranded structure when 
forming the aggregates, so in principle, other polymer backbones modified with specific 
ligands can also form these kind of aggregates that provide microenvironments that can 
alter the catalytic properties of metal centers.
3.4 Conclusion
Fuel diversity was tested with Ni and DNA-Ni electrodes. Both of them have catalytic 
activities for oxidizing methanol, ethanol, glycerol, and glucose. Methanol, glycerol, and
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glucose can be completely or deeply oxidized, as shown by the presence of carbonate in 
the fuel solution. This phenomenon makes nickel-based catalysts a candidate for fuel cell 
electrocatalysts. DNA-Ni aggregates prepared by electrodeposition at 1.8 V form 
nanoparticles, which create a coordination environment that can change the electronic 
structure of the Ni centers. The DNA aggregates also make the Ni centers close to 
functional groups such as imine, carbonyl, and carboxylate groups. These effects make 
DNA-Ni oxidize formaldehyde and formate differently from Ni with small ligands, 
including nucleotides, and can completely oxidize methanol at a lower potential. 
Aggregates formed from polymers modified with various functional groups (represented 
by DNA in this chapter) could serve as intriguing scaffolds that alter the catalytic 
properties of metal centers.
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CHAPTER 4
MECHANISTIC STUDY OF NICKEL-BASED CATALYSTS FOR OXYGEN 
EVOLUTION COMPARED TO METHANOL OXIDATION 
REACTIONS IN ALKALINE MEDIUM
Nickel-based catalysts have been studied as catalysts either for organic (especially 
methanol) oxidation or oxygen evolution reactions in alkaline media for decades, but 
methanol oxidation and oxygen evolution reactions occur at a similar potential range and 
pH with nickel-based catalysts. In contrast to previous studies, we studied these two 
reactions simultaneously under various pH and methanol concentrations with electrodes 
of a series of NiOOH surface concentrations. We found out that nickel-based catalysts are 
more suitable to be used as oxygen evolution catalysts than methanol oxidation catalysts, 
based on the observation that: the rate-determining step of methanol oxidation involves 
NiOOH, OH-, and methanol, while high methanol to OH- ratio could poison the NiOOH 
sites. Since NiOOH is involved in the rate-determining step, methanol oxidation suffers 
from high overpotential and oxygen evolution is favored over methanol oxidation in the 
presence of equivalent amounts (0.1 M) of alkali and methanol.
Reproduced with permission from Journal of Power Sources, 2015, 284, 27-37. Copyright Elsevier 2015.
4.1 Introduction
Currently the world is facing an energy crisis, and efficiently using renewable energy 
is of extreme importance. One of the solutions is using fuel cells as power sources, 
because they offer cleaner, more efficient alternatives to the combustion of gasoline and 
other fossil fuels.1 Both oxygen evolution and methanol oxidation reactions are 
intensively studied by electrochemists. Oxygen evolution is the anodic half reaction of 
water splitting that stores energy from sunlight to hydrogen. Methanol oxidation is the 
anodic half reaction which occurs in direct methanol fuel cells to convert chemical 
energy in methanol to electricity. The two reactions are shown in Chapter 1, equation (1.6) 
and (1.2).
A large number of studies have been done on nickel-based catalysts for either oxygen
2 3evolution or methanol oxidation. Based on the standard redox potential, methanol 
oxidation (Eo= -0.81 V vs. NHE at pH 14) should happen much more easily than oxygen 
evolution (Eo= 0.40 V vs. NHE at pH 14), but when using nickel-based catalysts, the 
situation is not that simple. Chapter 2 and 3 have shown that methanol oxidation and 
oxygen evolution occur at close potential range after Ni(III) (NiOOH) formation, and the 
redox potential of Ni(II)/Ni(III) sits at around 0.6 V (vs. NHE) in 0.1 M NaOH (pH 
12.78).4,5 This gives the methanol oxidation catalyzed by nickel-based catalysts a large 
overpotential. For a direct methanol fuel cell, if the cathode (oxygen reduction) is in the 
same alkaline medium, there will be little power output. Indeed, Tao et al. have 
constructed a methanol fuel cell using dendritic nano-sized nickel as anode catalysts and 
MnO2 as the cathode catalysts to reduce humidified O2, but 5 M methanol with 3 M KOH 
only produced 1.4 mA/cm2 at 30 oC, and the open circuit potential was 0.38 V.6
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Since Fleischmann et al. published the first results of the oxidation of organic 
compounds at nickel anodes in alkaline medium in 1971, there has been a debate about
n
what the real catalytic species is. Fleischmann et al. proposed the organic compounds 
were oxidized by NiOOH, while Taraszewska et al. proposed it is the OH- ions “trapped”
o
in the nickel oxide that oxidize the compounds. Recently Valadbeigi et al. studied 
methanol oxidation in the alkali concentration range 0.05-0.5 M in the presence of 0.5 M 
Na2SO4 and concluded that both pathways exist, and at low and medium concentrations 
of alkali, there is no NiOOH involved.9 The two methanol oxidation mechanisms might 
result from different rate-determining steps: the hydrogen abstraction from the carbon in
10 3the a-position with respect to -OH group or the hydrogen abstraction from -OH group. 
The experiments of Kuruma et al. with deuterium labelled alcohols showed the rate- 
determining step is the hydrogen abstraction from the carbon in the a-position with 
respect to -OH group.11 Koper et al. studied a series of similar alcohols with varying pKa
in alkaline solution on gold and found that the rate-determining step is base catalyzed
12deprotonation from -OH group, and the second deprotonation is fast but gold catalyzed. 
Different mechanisms could have different effects on real applications. If the methanol 
oxidation is mainly dependent on the NiOOH, unless an efficient way is found to 
decrease the redox potential of Ni(II)/Ni(III) couple, the overpotential of nickel catalyzed 
methanol oxidation will stay high. If methanol oxidation is more dependent on the alkali 
concentration, high alkali concentration could lower the overpotential, but high alkali 
concentration also leads to fast oxygen evolution. The two reactions will compete for the 
substrate and catalyst sites. It raises the question of whether it is more efficient to use 
nickel-based catalysts as methanol oxidation catalysts or oxygen evolution catalysts.
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To answer this question, in this chapter, we prepared electrodes with NiOOH surface
9 2 7 2concentrations ranging from 10- mol/cm to 10- mol/cm . The various NiOOH surface 
concentrations are achieved by using an anion exchange ionomer, AS-4, to bind nickel 
hydroxide nanoparticles of different sizes, respectively. Electrodes modified without AS- 
4 are also studied. AS-4 was developed by Tokuyama Corporation13,14 and has been
15 17applied in alkaline fuel cells, including direct methanol fuel cells. - It has been shown 
to have high hydroxide conductivity and good stability in alkaline anion exchange 
membrane fuel cells.18,19 In this catalyst layer, the triple-phase boundary of ion 
conducting phase (OH-), electron conducting phase, and reactant phase is crucial to the 
performance of the electrodes. We studied methanol oxidation and oxygen evolution 
simultaneously, so that the roles of NiOOH, OH-, and methanol in methanol oxidation 
and oxygen evolution can be clarified.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Reagents and Apparatus
13Methanol- C, L-cysteine and nickel (II) chloride (anhydrous, powder, 99.99% trace 
metals basis) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tokuyama Corporation supplied 5 
wt.% AS-4 solution. The ion-exchange capacity of this resin is 1.4 mmol/g. All solutions 
were made with ultrapure water (Milli-Q system, 18.2 MQ*cm) and degassed by nitrogen 
purging.
Three-electrode configuration was used to perform all of the electrochemical 
experiments. A Hg/HgO (1M NaOH) electrode or a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) 
was used as the reference electrode, and a platinum mesh electrode was used as the
counter electrode. The working electrode was a glassy carbon disc electrode (CH 
Instruments: diameter of 3 mm). The glassy carbon electrodes were polished with 1 p,m 
and 0.05 p,m alumina polish medium, successively, followed by sonication in ultrapure 
water and ethanol. After each experiment, the glassy carbon electrodes were soaked in a 
saturated ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) solution and stirred overnight to remove 
nickel residue, so that they can be reused. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out with 
a Biologic SP-150 Potentiostat/Galvanostat. Amperometry was performed with CH 
Instruments 611C potentiostat. Bulk electrolysis was performed with Pine Wavenow.
Modified glassy carbon plate surfaces were characterized by atomic force microscopy 
(Bruker Dimension Icon-PT atomic force microscope with Peak Force Tapping mode). 
The silicon nitride lever of AFM has a single cantilever with force constant k=0.4 N/m, 
resonant frequencies of f0=50-90 kHz, and radius of curvature of 2 nm. Images were 
taken with 1 ^m size (512 samples/line) at room temperature and analyzed with 
Nanoscope Analysis software version 1.20. First-order flattening was applied to the
13images. Bulk electrolysis products were identified with 13C NMR obtained by a Varian 
Unity 300 MHz NMR.
4.2.2 Electrode Preparation 
Three categories of nickel-based electrodes were prepared. In the first category, the 
precursors contain 0.01 M NiCl2 and cysteine concentrations were varied from 0 M to
0.06 M, and then AS-4 was drop-cast onto the electrodes. These electrodes were denoted 
as Ni1 AS-4, Ni1Cys0.5 AS-4, Ni1Cys1 AS-4, Ni1Cys2 AS-4, Ni1Cys4 AS-4, Ni1Cys5 
AS-4, and Ni1Cys6 AS-4, based on the NiCl2 and cysteine concentrations. The second
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category has Ni1 and Ni1Cys5 with no AS-4. The third category has Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4, 
where its precursor contains 0.005 M NiCl2 and 0.06 M cysteine and AS-4 was applied 
on top. The procedures are summarized in Table 4.1. The nickel cysteine solutions were 
stirred for 3.5 hours prior to using to ensure complex formation. A 5 ^L aliquot of nickel 
cysteine complex (with different nickel cysteine ratios) solution or NiCl2 solution was 
drop-cast onto glassy carbon electrode surfaces. For the electrodes with AS-4, after the 
precursor solution was dry, 3.54 p,L of AS-4 solution was drop-cast on top and allowed to 
dry overnight. Nickel-based catalysts were formed and attached to the electrode surfaces 
by CV in 0.1 M NaOH for 30 cycles from 0 V to 0.9 V vs. Hg/HgO at a scan rate of 50 
mV/s. Electrodes were then tested in 0.1 M NaOH with 0.1 M methanol with CVs for 30 
cycles as well. For AFM characterization, glassy carbon plates instead of glassy carbon 
electrodes were used.
4.2.3 Chronoamperometry 
Three amperometry experiments were conducted. The first is amperometry with 
methanol concentrations 0 to 1 M in 0.1 M NaOH at 0.7 V versus Hg/HgO while stirring 
at a constant controlled rate. In each experiment, the charging current was allowed to 
dissipate for >1000 s, and for each methanol concentration, there were at least 300 
seconds between injections to make sure steady-state current is reached. The last 50 
seconds were used to calculate current density at this methanol concentration. The second 
experiment is in 0.1 M methanol while varying the pH from 9.37 to 13.45. The 
electrolyte is 0.1 M NaCl. The potential was at 0.607 V (vs. SCE) for pH from 9.37 to 
12.26 and 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO) for pH from 12.54 to 13.45. The solution was stirred at a
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NiCl2 concentrations (M) Cysteine concentrations (M) AS-4 r  (x 10-8 mol/cm2)
I Ni1 AS-4 0.01 0 Applied 1.0 ± 0.2
I Ni1Cys0.5 AS-4 0.01 0.005 Applied 2.3 ± 0.6
I Ni1Cys1 AS-4 0.01 0.01 Applied 5.1 ± 0.8
I Ni1Cys2 AS-4 0.01 0.02 Applied 7.1 ± 2.0
I Ni1Cys4 AS-4 0.01 0.04 Applied 8.2 ± 1.1
I Ni1Cys5 AS-4 0.01 0.05 Applied 11.2 ± 1.5
I Ni1Cys6 AS-4 0.01 0.06 Applied 12.8 ± 3.2
II Ni1 0.01 0 No 1.3 ± 0.3
II Ni1Cys5 0.01 0.05 No 0.5 ± 0.2
III Ni0. 5Cys6 AS-4 0.005 0.06 Applied 9.2 ± 1.5
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constant controlled rate. At each pH, the current was measured for 1200s to allow 
charging current to dissipate, and the last 50 seconds were used to calculate current 
density at this pH. The third experiment is without methanol (oxygen evolution), 
changing pH from 9.37 to 13.47, performed similar to the second experiment.
4.2.4 Stability Tests via Bulk Electrolysis 
Potentiostatic bulk electrolysis was performed with constant potential at 0.7 V (vs. 
Hg/HgO). The bulk electrolysis was stopped when the current dropped to 10% of the 
initial current. The electrodes were tested before and after bulk electrolysis in fresh 
solution of 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M NaOH with 0.1 M methanol with CVs. Bulk
13electrolysis products were identified with C NMR.
4.3 Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetry
4.3.1.1 Properties of Nickel-based Electrodes
Three categories of nickel-based electrodes were prepared and characterized by cyclic 
voltammetry. The procedures are summarized in Table 4.1. The first category has 
electrodes modified from precursors containing 0.01 M NiCl2 and various cysteine 
concentrations and coated with AS-4. They are denoted as Ni1 AS-4, Ni1Cys0.5 AS-4, 
and so on. The second category has Ni1 and Ni1Cys5 with no AS-4. The third category 
has Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4. Representative 30th cycle of cyclic voltammograms from scanning 
these modified electrodes are shown in Figure 4.1.
In 0.1 M NaOH (Figure 4.1A), the redox peaks belong to Ni(OH)2 and NiOOH. The
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Potential (V vs. Hg/HgO)
Number of Ni(III) layers
Figure 4.1. Depositing nickel catalysts onto electrode surfaces: (A) Representative 30th 
cycle of cyclic voltammograms from scanning electrodes modified with nickel-based 
catalysts in 0.1 M NaOH. Scan rate 50 mV/s. (B). Ei/2 and AEp trends vs. nickel catalyst 
thickness.
current increase beginning at 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO) is due to oxygen evolution. NiOOH
surface concentrations r  are calculated in the same way as in Chapter 2 (equation 2.4).
20Chapter 220 has shown that this preparation procedure will produce nickel hydroxide 
nanoparticles on electrode surfaces. Higher cysteine ratio will produce smaller 
nanoparticles. Without AS-4 as a binder, small nanoparticles only form one particle layer 
(Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2) and the total NiOOH surface concentration is low (Ni1Cys5). 
With the AS-4 binder, the nanoparticles are bound together and the total NiOOH surface 
concentration is high (Ni1Cys5 AS-4). Moreover, with AS-4 binder, the smaller the 
nanoparticle, the higher the NiOOH surface concentration. Electrodes with NiOOH 
surface concentrations from 1.0 (± 0.2) x 10-8 mol/cm2 (Ni1 AS-4) to 12.8 (± 3.2) x 10-8 
mol/cm (Ni1Cys6 AS-4) can thus be prepared as described in Table 4.1.
Table 4.2 summarizes properties of representative nickel-based electrodes. The
precursor Ni(II) concentration is 0.01 M or 0.005 M (5^L), corresponding to NiOOH
8 2 8 2 surface concentrations of 70.7 x 10- mol/cm and 35.4 x 10- mol/cm . Because only one
layer of nanoparticles was left on the electrode surfaces, Ni1Cys5 has the smallest
r NiOOH. The fact that those AS-4-bound electrodes still have a measured r NiooH much
smaller than the theoretical value indicates that the majority of nickel sites are buried
and/or there is some nickel lost even with AS-4. Since Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4 has r NiOOH close
to Ni1Cys6 AS-4, buried nickel sites should be the main reason. The number of Ni(III)
layers is calculated using NiOOH surface concentrations. The unit cell of Ni(OH)2 is
hexagonal with a=b=3.126 A, and Ni atoms are at the corners of the unit cell, so the
number of Ni(III) layers N can be calculated by
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Table 4.2. Properties of nickel-based electrodes.
Electrodes






El/2 (V) AEp (mV)
Ni1 1.3 ± 0.3 92 ± 22 70 ± 17 0.468 ± 0.002 84 ± 9
Ni1 AS-4 1.0 ± 0.2 73 ± 17 56 ± 13 0.471 ± 0.003 93 ± 29
Ni1Cys5 0.5 ± 0.2 32 ± 15 37 ± 17 0.478 ± 0.006 70 ± 8
Ni1Cys5 AS-4 11.2 ± 1.5 804± 107 924 ± 123 0.493 ± 0.006 199 ± 23
Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4 9.2 ± 1.5 661± 106 760 ± 122 0.490 ± 0.007 170 ± 25
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Ar F x  NA x Auc r x  Na x (a2sin60° )
A A '
where r  is NiOOH surface concentration, NA is the Avogadro constant, Auc is the area of
21one unit cell, and A is the geometric surface area of the electrodes. The estimated 
thickness is calculated by N  times d  (the intersheet distances of Ni(OH)2, it is around 7.6 
A without cysteine and 11.5 A with cysteine20). The AFM characterization (measuring 
the majority thickness distribution, not simply the scale bar shown in Figure 2.8) shows 
that the thickness of Ni1Cys5 surface is 39 ± 3 nm and Ni1 surface is 172 ± 9 nm. 
Considering the vacancies between the nanoparticles, Ni1Cys5 thickness measured by 
AFM is close to the thickness calculated from r NiooH, suggesting that most of the nickel 
sites in Ni1Cys5 are accessible to OH-. On Ni1 surfaces, there are fused large aggregates 
and the thickness measured by AFM is 2.5 times the thickness calculated from r NiOOH, 
suggesting a large amount of nickel sites are buried and not accessible to OH-.
E1/2 is the half wave redox potential of Ni(II) and Ni(III). Lower E1/2 makes it easier 
to produce NiOOH, whereas AEp reveals the rate of the electron transfer kinetics, which
depends on the Ni(II) to Ni(III) redox transition and/or the electron exchange process at
22the interface between the electrode surface and the redox centers.22 The correlations of 
E i/2 and AEp against the number of Ni(III) layers are depicted in Figure 4.1B. As the 
number of Ni(III) layers increases, both E i/2 and AEp shift to larger value, especially the 
AEp, which is almost tripled. When comparing Ni1 and Ni1 AS-4, Ni1 AS-4 has slightly 
larger Ei/2 and AEp values, although it has fewer nickel layers. This suggests the large 
amount of AS-4 could hinder the electron transfer a bit. When comparing Ni1 and 
Ni1Cys5, Ni1Cys5 has fewer nickel layers and the AEp is smaller, but its E1/2 is larger
than Ni1. This shows adding cysteine does not slow down the electron transfer while 
making NiOOH produced at slightly higher potential, so the overall trend of AEp 
increasing as the number of Ni(III) layers increases is not due to the existence of cysteine 
residues but due to thicker films having slower electron transfer.
4.3.1.2 Catalytic Activities of Nickel-based Electrodes
Figure 4.2 shows that all of the nickel electrodes have activity towards methanol 
oxidation and it occurs after NiOOH is formed. Figure 4.3 shows CVs in 0.1 M NaOH 
with 0.1 M methanol and CVs in 0.1 M NaOH together for easy comparison. Bare glassy 
carbon electrodes as well as glassy carbon electrodes covered with AS-4 have little 
catalytic activity towards oxygen evolution and methanol oxidation. On the other hand, 
nickel-based catalysts can catalyze both methanol oxidation and oxygen evolution and 
their CVs all share some common features. When oxidizing methanol, the NiOOH peak 
shifts to higher potential because of the adsorption of methanol, and the Ni(OH)2  peak 
becomes smaller after methanol oxidation, indicating some of the NiOOH was consumed 
during methanol oxidation. When the potential rises to 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO), the adsorbed 
OH- is also oxidized and forms oxygen.
Previous studies have summarized that concentration of OH-, morphology of the 
modifying film (thickness and permeability), surface concentration of active sites and 
charge transport through the film, and the electron transfer rate at the substrate/nickel
22 24hydroxide interface affect a catalyst’s efficiency. - In the case of methanol oxidation on 
nickel surfaces, the chemical oxidation rate of methanol is the most important one. It is 
the  ra te -d e te rm in in g  step . S tu d ies  show  th a t the m e th an o l o x id a tio n
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Potential (V vs. Hg/HgO)
Figure 4.2. Representative 30th cycle of cyclic voltammograms from scanning electrodes 
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Figure 4.3. Representative 30th cycle of cyclic voltammograms from scanning Ni and 
NiCys AS-4 electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH and in 0.1 M NaOH with 0.1 M methanol (using 
the same electrode respectively). Scan rate 50 mV/s.
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rate is much lower than its adsorption rate (Langmuir adsorption)10,25 and the 
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH transformation rate,26 although the adsorbed methanol inhibits NiOOH
25 27formation. , However, when considering the general catalytic activity of NiOOH, the 
concentration of OH- plays a very important role on both oxygen evolution and methanol 
oxidation. The solution pH affects the E1/2 of Ni(II) and Ni(III) redox couple. The E1/2 
shifts to lower potential when pH increases. Lyons et al. have shown the potential shift is 
-0.088 V/pH unit at T=298 K28. Pariente et al., working with Ni-DHS (a nickel complex),
27obtained a similar value, -0.084 V/pH. Although high pH can lead to low E1/2, the 
methanol oxidation which relies on the amount of NiOOH is not always enhanced with 
high pH. Pariente et al. carried out CVs at pH 12.0 to pH 14.7 with 0.1 M methanol and 
showed that pH 13.0 gave the highest methanol oxidation current. This phenomenon 
could result from the competition of methanol oxidation and oxygen evolution. Methanol
29begins to adsorb at the onset of NiOOH formation, while higher anodic potential prefers 
OH- adsorption to methanol adsorption.9 The adsorbed hydroxyl groups can also remove 
the methanol oxidation intermediate and generate new sites for further adsorption and 
reaction.9 Thus, changing the potential and concentration of OH- and methanol could 
make a different reaction dominate.
4.3.2 Chronoamperometry 
As mentioned in the introduction section, clarifying the roles of NiOOH, OH-, and 
methanol during methanol oxidation and oxygen evolution will be very useful to guide 
real electrochemical applications. We studied methanol oxidation and oxygen evolution 
with amperometry under stirred conditions, so that effects from diffusion are minimized
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and the kinetics under steady state can be clearly studied. Three amperometry 
experiments were conducted. The first one was maintaining the alkaline medium at 0.1 M 
NaOH (pH 12.78) while adding methanol gradually to 1 M. The second one was holding 
the methanol concentration at 0.1 M while varying the pH from 9.37 to 13.45. The third 
one was without methanol to study oxygen evolution while changing the pH from 9.37 to 
13.47. The potential was held at 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO, i.e. 0.85 V vs. NHE), which is the 
on-set potential in the CVs for oxygen evolution and is also close to the methanol 
oxidation peak position. Methanol oxidation is supposed to be favored over oxygen 
evolution when pH is equal to or smaller than 12.78 (0.1 M NaOH) at this potential.
4.3.2.1 Methanol Oxidation
An example of direct amperometry response is shown in Figure 4.4. The resulting 
calibration curve of methanol oxidation is plotted in Figure 4.5A. The corresponding 
turnover frequency (TOF) is calculated and plotted in Figure 4.5B. Since the main
13oxidation product is formate detected by C NMR, 4 electrons per methanol molecule is 
used in the calculation. To address the issue of whether NiOOH is involved in methanol 
oxidation, logarithmic plots of the current density as a function of NiOOH concentration 
(using electrodes in category I, Table 4.1) are made at each methanol concentration 
(Figure 4.6). The resulting NiOOH reaction order is plotted versus methanol 
concentration in Figure 4.5C. It shows when methanol concentration is lower than 0.2 M, 
the NiOOH reaction order is around 0.5 and as the methanol concentration increases, the 





Figure 4.4. Amperometric response for electrode with 0.01 M NiCl2 and 0.005 M 
Cysteine in 0.1 M NaOH and increasing concentrations of methanol at 0.7 V (vs. 
Hg/HgO). The methanol concentration is from 0 M to 1 M. The arrows represent each 
methanol injection. After adding methanol, the current increased immediately. At high 
methanol concentrations, the nickel centers were saturated and the current did not 
increase anymore.
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NiOOH reaction order 
in 0.1 M NaOH
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Methanol Concentration (M)
Figure 4.5. Methanol oxidation for different nickel-based electrodes: (A). Calibration 
curves of methanol oxidation for different nickel-based electrodes. Data were calculated 
from amperometry experiments (Figure 4.4). (B). Turnover frequency (TOF) of methanol 
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Figure 4.6. Fitting of NiOOH reaction order for methanol oxidation with 0.1 M NaOH. 
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Generally speaking, electrodes with high NiOOH surface concentrations produce high 
current output (Figure 4.5A.). When comparing Ni1 and Ni1 AS-4, they have 
approximately the same amount of NiOOH, but Ni1 AS-4 has higher current output. This 
indicates the AS-4 layer does not hinder the methanol oxidation in this concentration 
range with catalyst surfaces that are not very porous. Electrodes with high NiOOH 
surface concentration, Ni1Cys5 AS-4 and Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4, show current decreases at 
methanol concentration higher than 0.2 M. The decrease is more severe with Ni0.5Cys6 
AS-4. As discussed in section 4.3.1.1, these two electrodes have catalytic layers thicker 
than the other three and are more porous than Ni1 and Ni1 AS-4, but less porous than 
Ni1Cys5. Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4 is more porous than Ni1Cys5 AS-4, so without the AS-4 
layer, thin porous catalyst layers do not suffer this activity loss in high methanol 
concentration, but more porous layers suffer more activity loss when AS-4 is present. At 
least two possibilities could account for this activity loss. The first one is that some toxic 
oxidation intermediate is adsorbed on the NiOOH sites. As more and more intermediates 
are adsorbed, the poisoning effect becomes more and more limiting. However, in situ 
FTIR and Raman spectroscopy only detect methanol, formate, and carbonate on the
29 30catalyst surfaces. , CVs in 0.1 M NaOH with 0.1 M formaldehyde also show nickel-
31based catalysts catalyze formaldehyde oxidation extremely quickly in alkaline medium, 
so the only remaining possible poisoning species is formate. Since NiOOH is
25hydrophobic,25 methanol should be more competitive than formate to be adsorbed. Thus 
this intermediate poisoning theory is less likely. The other possibility is that methanol 
itself is the poison. Logarithmic plots of the current density as a function of methanol 
concentration are presented in Figure 4.7. Only the first few points are fitted with Ni1
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Figure 4.7. Fitting of methanol reaction order in methanol oxidation with 0.1 M NaOH. 
The resulting methanol reaction orders are Ni1 0.57 ± 0.01; Ni1 AS-4 0.66 ± 0.03; 
Ni1Cys5 0.82 ± 0.02; Ni1Cys5 AS-4 0.82 ± 0.11; Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4 0.86 ± 0.12.
AS-4, Ni1Cys5 AS-4, and Ni0.5Cys6 AS-4, because at higher methanol concentration the 
plot is no longer linear. They show that Ni electrodes (Ni1 and Ni1 AS-4) have a 
methanol reaction order of approximately 0.6 and NiCys electrodes (Ni1Cys5, Ni1Cys5 
AS-4 and Ni0.05Cys6 AS-4) are 0.8. The reaction order difference indicates adding 
ligands could alter the kinetics with methanol, while AS-4 does not have this effect. 
Discussion in section 4.3.2.2 will show the reaction order of OH- in methanol oxidation is
1. The reaction rate is more dependent on OH- concentration in this case. When methanol 
concentration is much higher than OH-, less OH- can be adsorbed on NiOOH sites and the 
reaction is lower. Langmuir plots (Figure 4.8) for these electrodes support this theory. 
Ni1Cys5 and Ni1 AS-4 fit very well with a Langmuir plot, suggesting the oxidation
25follows a Langmuir adsorption and the oxidation is much slower than its adsorption. 
When methanol concentration is lower than 0.2 M, all of the electrodes have similar 
TOFs, so the methanol oxidation rates of Ni1Cys5 AS-4 and Ni0.05Cys6 AS-4 are also 
lower than the methanol Langmuir adsorption rate. Langmuir adsorption indicates one 
active site can be occupied by one particle at a maximum and active sites are 
independent. Ni1Cys5 AS-4 and Ni0.05Cys6 AS-4 only obey Langmuir adsorption at 
methanol concentration lower than 0.1 M. Higher methanol concentration changes the 
adsorption model and interrupts the methanol oxidation. This also indicates thick porous 
films with AS-4 adsorb methanol more easily, probably because methanol molecules are 
trapped in the catalyst structure. In addition, in high methanol concentration where 
NiOOH sites get poisoned, the NiOOH reaction order decreases. Ni1Cys5 has only one 
thin nanoparticle layer on electrode surfaces, that is, it is a quite open porous structure, so 
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Figure 4.8. Langmuir plot of methanol (0.05 M to 1.0 M) adsorption in 0.1 M NaOH.
Ni 1 is also not poisoned by methanol, because of its methanol reaction order that does not 
change with methanol concentration, as shown in Figure 4.7. When comparing Ni1Cys5 
to Ni1, Ni1Cys5 has much higher TOF, probably due to its small particle size, so 
Ni1Cys5 has the highest activity towards methanol oxidation. On the other hand, the 
overall current output of Ni1Cys5 is low because only a small amount of nickel catalyst 
is immobilized on electrode surfaces. In real electrochemical applications, growing these 
small nickel nanoparticles onto a conductive framework with close to micron size pores 
could greatly optimize the current output.
4.3.2.2 Competition between Methanol Oxidation and Oxygen Evolution
Amperometry experiments were performed at 0.7 V with and without 0.1 M methanol 
at different pHs (from 9.37 to 13.47, 0.1 M NaCl as electrolyte). Since the redox potential 
of Ni(II)/Ni(III) is dependent on pH, a too low pH could lead to no NiOOH formation. If 
the redox potential of Ni(II)/Ni(III) is at 0.7 V, the pH for different electrodes will be Ni1 
10.02, Ni1 AS-4 10.06, Ni1Cys5 10.13 and Ni1Cys5 AS-4 10.31 (using -0.084V/pH
27from the work of Pariente et al. to do the calculation).
An example of direct amperometric response is shown in Figure 4.9. Calibration 
curves of 0.1 M methanol oxidation with oxygen evolution and oxygen evolution with no 
methanol are calculated and plotted in Figure 4.10A and B, respectively. The 
corresponding TOFs are calculated and plotted in Figure 4.10C and D. Both methanol 
oxidation and oxygen evolution have 4 electrons transferred per molecule, so 4 electrons 
is used in the calculation of TOF. The TOF calculated in Figure 4.10D is also the TOF of 




Figure 4.9. Representative amperometric response for Ni1 electrode with 0.01 M NiCl2 in 
0.1 M Methanol at a series pH at 0.607 V (vs. SCE) and 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO). For each 






Figure 4.10. (A) and (B) are calibration curves for different nickel-based electrodes at 
different pH. Data were calculated from amperometry experiments (e.g., Figure 4.9). 
(A).With 0.1 M methanol. (B).Without methanol. (C) and (D) are TOF of different 
nickel-based electrodes. (C).With 0.1 M methanol. (D).Without methanol, i.e. TOFoxygen. 
(E). The difference between (C) and (D), the result of TOFwith methanol minus TOFno methanol,
i.e. TOFmethanol (F). TOFmethanol over TOFoxygen.
0.1 M methanol oxidation at different pH, which is plotted in Figure 4.10E. Figure 4.10F 
plots the ratio of TOF of 0.1 M methanol over TOF of oxygen, reflecting the preference 
of methanol oxidation or oxygen evolution at different pH at 0.7 V. This calculation 
method for TOF of 0.1 M methanol is only valid when the two reactions do not interfere 
with each other, that is, when the pH is relatively low. In the case of Ni1 AS-4, when pH 
is larger than 12.78, its TOF of 0.1 M methanol is negative. This indicates that the two 
reactions interfere with each other and methanol oxidation has slower kinetics than 
oxygen evolution under this condition at Ni1 AS-4 surfaces. Because methanol occupied 
some catalytic sites that could have been occupied by OH- to generate oxygen, the overall 
current decreased in the presence of methanol. However, the data in Figure 4.10F can 
show whether the higher current output is from methanol oxidation or oxygen evolution 
in the whole pH range.
Using these data, the reaction orders of OH- are also obtained (Figure 4.11 and Figure 
4.12). The reaction order of OH- is about 1 in the presence of 0.1 M methanol and about 2 
with pure oxygen evolution in high pH range. Most of the reactions occur at pH larger 
than the pH calculated for NiOOH formation. Ni1Cys5 has the highest TOF towards 
oxygen evolution, and Ni1 has the highest methanol oxidation TOF with 0.1 M methanol. 
In Figure 4.10F, electrodes without AS-4 show the highest methanol preference, around 
pH 11.33, while electrodes with AS-4 have this pH shifted to 11.99. AS-4 could 
somehow adjust the OH- adsorption on NiOOH at low pH range. The electrode that 
favors methanol oxidation the most is Ni1. Methanol oxidation can occur at lower pH 
than oxygen evolution, but at this range the overall current output is also low. AS-4 
shifted methanol preference to pH 11.99, but at this pH the overall current output is still
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Figure 4.11. Fitting of OH" reaction order in the presence of 0.1 M methanol. The 
resulting OH" reaction orders are Ni1 1.05 ± 0.04; Ni1AS-4 1.05 ± 0.06; Ni1Cys5 1.40 ± 
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Figure 4.12. Fitting of OH- reaction order with oxygen evolution reaction. The resulting 
OH- reaction orders in the high pH range are Ni1 1.89 ± 0.05; Ni1AS-4 1.89 ± 0.06; 
Ni1Cys5 2.15 ± 0.07; Ni1Cys5 AS-4 1.51 ± 0.07. In the low pH range are: Ni1 0.33 ± 
0.04; Ni1AS-4 0.22 ± 0.03; Ni1Cys5 about 0; Ni1Cys5 AS-4 0.28 ± 0.04.
low, so the effect is limited. Oxygen evolution is favored over methanol oxidation at pH 
higher than 12.78. Thus at high pH (0.1 M NaOH or more concentrated alkali) with 0.1 
M methanol, the majority of the current is produced from oxygen evolution. The overall 
current output at this pH range is also high. From this point of view, using nickel-based 
catalysts to catalyze oxygen evolution is more efficient than using them to catalyze 
methanol oxidation.
4.3.3 Electrode Stability Test
13Potentiostatic bulk electrolysis was performed in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M C- 
methanol to evaluate how well Ni1 AS-4 and Ni1Cys5 AS-4 electrodes can work 
continuously. Figure 4.13 shows an example of the raw data. Table 4.3 summarizes the 
main parameters calculated from potentiostatic bulk electrolysis data, and it shows that 
Ni1Cys5 AS-4 electrodes have a larger amount of current passed and thus convert more 
substrate than Ni1 AS-4 electrodes when they were both stopped at 10% of the initial 
current. The current drop is caused by NiOOH loss. After bulk electrolysis the AS-4 layer 
disappeared, and this leads to the nickel loss since the AS-4 layer is the key component to 
bind the thick catalyst layer on the electrode surfaces. The disappearance of AS-4 could 
partially result from the formation of oxygen bubbles, which detached the AS-4 layer 
from the electrode surfaces. Improving the stability of AS-4 layer on the electrode 
surfaces during bulk electrolysis is expected to greatly improve the electrode stability. 
Various solutions could resolve this issue. For instance, using porous electrode, for 
example, Toray paper electrodes, will greatly enlarge the contact surface area, and the 




Figure 4.13. Potentiostatic bulk electrolysis of Ni1 AS-4 and Ni1Cys5 AS-4 electrodes in 
0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M 13C-methanol. The potential is hold at 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO).
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Table 4.3. Bulk electrolysis data comparison.
Ni1 AS-4 Ni1Cys5 AS-4
Nickel Concentration (M) 0.01 0.01
Cysteine Concentration (M) 0 0.05
Duration time (hour) 125.20± 38.82 44.89 ± 11.45
Charge (coulomb) 24.68 ± 2.56 38.34 ± 3.54
NiOOH lossa 78.8% ± 6.4% 92.2% ± 9.7%
Methanol oxidation current decreasea 80.9% ± 7.2% 93.0% ± 1.2%
a. NiOOH loss and methanol oxidation current decreases at 0.7 V (vs. Hg/HgO) 
are calculated by data extracted from CVs taken before and after the bulk electrolysis.
4.4 Conclusions
With our experimental conditions, the rate-determining step of methanol oxidation 
involves three species, NiOOH (with the reaction order around 0.5), OH- (with the 
reaction order around 1) and methanol (with the reaction order 0.6 to 0.8). High methanol 
to OH- ratio could poison the NiOOH sites during methanol oxidation. Oxygen evolution 
is preferred over methanol oxidation when equivalent amounts (0.1 M) of alkali and 
methanol are present. The catalyst binder AS-4 can hold a large amount of nickel sites 
onto the electrode surface to increase the overall current output and facilitate methanol 
oxidation over oxygen evolution to some extent, but stability studies indicate the 
formation of oxygen bubbles might detach the AS-4 layer from electrode surfaces. This 
problem is easier to resolve than trying to decrease the overpotential of methanol 
oxidation. Unless the redox potential of Ni(II)/Ni(III) can be decreased without 
increasing OH- concentration, nickel-based catalysts are more suitable to be used as a 
catalyst for oxygen evolution rather than methanol oxidation.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The catalytic properties of nickel-based electrocatalysts in alkaline medium for fuel 
oxidation and oxygen evolution have been explored in this dissertation. Nickel-based 
electrocatalysts can deeply oxidize small alcohols (methanol and ethanol) as well as more 
complicated fuels (glycerol and glucose) with carbon-carbon bonds broken. The output 
current can be enhanced by growing nickel-based nanoparticles on electrode surfaces of 
smaller sizes. This can be achieved by adding cysteine to the precursor solution to adjust 
the solubility of Ni(OH)2  during the nanoparticle growth in alkaline medium. The 
oxidation mechanism of methanol can also be modified by having DNA aggregates as 
scaffolds for nickel centers. However, these alcohol oxidations catalyzed by current 
nickel-based electrocatalysts suffer from high overpotential, that is, low power output in 
fuel cells, as well as the poisoning of the NiOOH active sites in high concentration of the 
substrate, that is, it is difficult to obtain high energy density. Meanwhile, nickel-based 
electrocatalysts have very high activity with low overpotential towards the water 
oxidation reaction, in other words, oxygen evolution reaction, the anodic reaction of the 
water splitting, so current nickel-based electrocatalysts are more suitable to be used as 
water oxidation catalysts. Coupling nickel-based electrocatalysts to photoelectrodes to do 
solar water splitting will be the future research direction.
Since Fujishima and Honda reported using a TiO2 film as a photoelectrode in 1972,1 a 
lot of work has been done using semiconductors as photoelectrodes. During this 
photolysis process, sunlight is absorbed by TiO2 or other semiconductors to produce 
electron-hole pairs. The electrons and holes can be separated and move to the electrode­
electrolyte interface, where the holes can oxidize water/OH" to O2 while the electrons can 
reduce H+/water to H2, so the energy of sunlight is converted into chemical energy in H2 
fuel, but these semiconductors usually suffer from poor utilization of solar energy, high 
charge-carrier recombination rates, slow kinetics of surface reactions and poor 
stabilities.2,3 TiO2 has a 3 eV (3 eV for rutile phase and 3.2 eV for anatase phase) band 
gap, so it can only absorb UV light (shorter than 400 nm), corresponding to a theoretical 
maximum energy conversion efficiency at 2.2%. The minority carrier (hole) diffusion 
length is around 70 nm, and to absorb 90% of the light above the band gap, the film 
thickness should be on the order of 1 |im, so most of the holes and electrons recombine 
before they reach the TiO2/H2O interface.2 Moreover, the slow kinetics of the reaction 
makes even fewer holes and electrons to actually convert energy before their 
recombination.
To improve the efficiency of the photoanode, a photoanode with three components 
will be constructed (Figure 5.1). The semiconductor will be in the middle with one side 
of a metal transparent electrode and the other side of NiO/Ni(OH)2 nanoparticles. The 
metal transparent electrode will be fabricated with nano patterns to have surface plasmon 
resonances (SPR).4 SPR can increase the absorption cross-section2, and the excited 
plasmons can decay into electron-hole pairs through electron-electron interactions to 
increase photocurrent so that visible light can also be utilized.5 Silver is chosen to be
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Figure 5.1. The diagram of the photoanode design.
the electrode material for three reasons. First, Ag has strong SPR in the visible range. 
Second, the flat band potential of metallic Ag is -4.26 eV, close to that of anatase TiO2 (­
4.2 eV), so when Ag contacts with TiO2, photogenerated electrons can flow towards Ag 
and finally be conducted to the cathode to do H2 evolution through the external circuit. 
Because the holes will flow towards the NiO/Ni(OH)2 nanoparticles and the electrons 
will flow towards Ag layer, less electron-hole recombination is expected. Third, the 
melt point of Ag is 961.78 °C, so the nanometer thick layer of Ag can stand the 500 °C 
sinter process to have TiO2 crystalized during the electrode preparation. NiO/Ni(OH)2 is a 
p-type semiconductor. Ni(OH)2 layer has been deposited onto TiO2 to increase water 
oxidation efficiency as an electrocatalyst.6,7 A p-n junction8 or a so-called adaptive 
semiconductor/electrocatalyst junction7 can be formed between Ni(OH)2 and TiO2 . Under 
illumination, holes will flow to Ni(OH)2 and oxidize it to NiOOH. NiOOH can further 
oxidize water to O2.
A porous structure of these three components will be made to have large surface area, 
long path length of light, and good mass transfer. Polystyrene microspheres with a 
diameter of 372 nm will be used as template materials. Layers of polystyrene 
microspheres will be deposited onto the metal transparent electrode surfaces and then Ag 
will be deposited to the voids among the polystyrene microspheres to form a porous 
scaffold. TiO2 precursor solution will be spin-coated to the Ag porous scaffold and then 
sintered at 500 °C to have crystalline TiO2 . Finally, NiO/Ni(OH)2 nanoparticles will be 
deposited onto the TiO2 surfaces by electrochemical methods.
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